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Fighting the Woolly
mammoth

LOCAL FOOD PEOPLE

By Shant Fabricatorian
Angered, and inspired to act, in equal measure – community disquiet
is growing towards the proposal for a Woolworths on Parramatta
Road in Annandale.
The Woolworths proposal – which is at the PreDA-stage – is
opposed by Council for a variety of reasons, including a lack of
sympathetic design towards existing buildings, an enormous breach
of the maximum allowable floor-space ratio (2.05:1, rather than
the 1.5:1 permitted for mixed-use developments), a lack of on-site
parking and concurrent traffic problems, and potential negative
impact on local businesses.
“We’ll all be affected because of the traffic,” said local resident
Gretchen Gamble. “Basically, we’re objecting to the notion that we
need something as large as this – we think it’ll ruin the atmosphere
of the village.”
Fellow resident Richard O’Shea concurred, saying that people did
not object to development per se on the site, but that the proposal
was out of proportion for the area. “When you add together the
proposed operating hours, and the deliveries outside of them, this
is effectively a 24-hour operation,” he said. “It’s going to trash the
amenity of the surrounds – it’s just totally inappropriate.”
Annandale Street resident Susan Miles was worried about safety
aspects relating to the proposed development. “This is a school
pick-up zone, and there’s already issues with how dangerous it is,
and cars speeding,” she said. “The sheer volume of cars will put
more people at risk, especially children and elderly people – there’s
a primary school and a pre-school just down the road, and also two
nursing homes.
“They’ve put in a claim [in terms of exceeding the LEP] that’s
much larger than could ever be allowed by Council,” said Greens
Councillor Cassie Plate. “Council’s objections are similar to our ones
with Tigers – the fact that it’s an overdevelopment for the site, the
terrible traffic problems, and the destruction of the unique character
of local businesses. They’re key to the character of the area, and
we’re one hundred per cent supportive of them.”
Associate Professor Frank Zumbo,who has studied competition
law for over 20 years, was critical of the proposal. “The one thing
that emerges from that research over the years is that where you’ve
got sectors dominated by a very small number of large and powerful
companies, you find that they act as a ‘cosy club’,” he said. “Where
there is just a Coles and Woolworths, the prices there are higher than
in those markets where there are strong independents – the evidence
is clear from ACCC research.”
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Extension for light rail ‘welcomed’
By Shant Fabricatorian

The State Government has
moved forward with the longanticipated inner west light
rail extension, with Premier
Kristina Keneally confirming
work on the project would
begin by December and be
completed within two years.
The extension will stretch
across an additional nine stops,
located at Leichhardt North,
Hawthorne, Marion, Taverners
Hill, Lewisham West, Waratah
Mills, Arlington, and Dulwich
Grove, plus an interchange at
Dulwich Hill.
The extension of the light
rail will set up key transport
interchanges with the heavy

rail lines, for both the inner
west line (at Lewisham)
and the Bankstown line (at
Dulwich Hill).
“Marrickville Council
believes that this extension of
the Light Rail from Lilyfield
to Dulwich Hill will ease
traffic congestion and make
life easier for many people in
our local government area,”
said Marrickville Mayor Sam
Iskandar.
The council also welcomed
the announcement that
walking and cycling paths
would be included in the
light rail corridor as part of
the ‘Greenway’, along with a
number of bushcare sites.

According to Ms Keneally,
the GreenWay represents a first
for the city, and ensures the
corridor “has a mixed use for
families, commuters, cyclists,
walkers and joggers.”
The Premier said the
government wanted to ensure
the corridor could benefit the
whole community with the
incorporation of a cycling
and walking path, as well as
retaining critical bushcare
sites along the extension.
“People will be able to walk
or cycle from the Cooks
River to Iron Cove, through
Canterbury, Marrickville,
Ashfield and Leichhardt
Council areas,” she said.

Tigers lick their
wounds over
JRPP rejection

Unhappy... local Annandale
residents have a litany of concerns
over a potential Woolworths store
opening in the area

Fighting the Woolly mammoth
Mr Zumbo said there was
a danger that if Woolworths
opened in Annandale, they
could engage in two major
forms of price discrimination.
“One is ‘predatory pricing’,
where they can sell below
cost, for extended periods of
time, to drive out the local
small businesses,” he said.
“Once that happens, prices
will go up at that Woolworths.
The other thing they could
do is engage in ‘geographic
price discrimination’, where
the prices at the [Annandale]
Woolworths might be lower
than other Woolworths stores
for a period of time, and once
the local competition is gone,
those prices will go back up.

By Shant Fabricatorian
It barely had a chance to take a lull before the
next round of salvos were launched – Tigers
Leagues Club developer Rozelle Village has
ignited the next stage in the long-running
saga by confirming it remained committed to
the development, despite the rejection of its
redevelopment proposal at the Joint Regional
Planning Panel meeting in July.
The five-member JRPP knocked back
the development on the basis of three key
concerns – excessive floor space ratio, the
design and amenity of the apartment complex,
and concerns over traffic management.
Reconsideration of the design and further
traffic studies, carried out jointly by Rozelle
Village and Leichhardt Council, will be
integral to a revised application.
Rozelle Village spokesperson Bill Aslanidis
said the company was “disappointed” with the
outcome of the JRPP meeting, but nevertheless
remained committed to the development.
“We will continue to work with Council,
relevant authorities and the community on
the areas identified by the JRPP that need to
be addressed for acceptance and approval to
occur,” he said in a statement.
Seeking to allay concerns raised at the
JRPP meeting, Chairman of the Tigers

Leagues Club, David Trodden, said the
club was “unequivocal” in its commitment
to return to the site, and that plans were
currently being prepared for the new club.
Leichhardt Mayor Jamie Parker, a member
of the JRPP, said he was currently working
with the club and the applicants “to find a
solution that satisfies all parties.”
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Down but not out... Ben Elias’ Rozelle Village
has vowed to press ahead with its proposal
to redevelop Tigers Leagues Club

“[Their aim] is simply
to saturate the area to
suffocate the local businesses.
Woolworths, for example, has
five supermarkets already in
place within a radius of five
kilometres [of the proposed
Annandale site]. To put another
one is designed to remove what
remaining oxygen there is from
the independents.”
However, a spokesperson
for Woolworths denied the
company engaged in predatory
pricing practices. “It’s not our
policy to engage in predatory
pricing,” he said. “We have the
same price for dry groceries
across NSW. We price-match
on some fresh produce, but
we don’t undercut retailers on
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exactly the same product.”
“Speaking generally,
Woolworths brings many
benefits to communities,” said
Woolworths Community
Relations Manager, Simon
Berger. “We deliver
convenience, range and value
for local customers, which
encourages more people to do
their shopping locally, reduces
the number of people shopping
outside the local area, and
generates opportunities for
neighbouring small businesses.
While Woolworths can be a bit
of a ‘tall poppy’, the truth is we
are only a successful company
because we do a good job
serving customers and local
communities.”

For local grocers, it’s all about
the community
“My first reaction? I was scared
I’m going to lose 25 years worth
of work we’ve put into the
neighbourhood.”
Ask Sam Abouchrouche,
proprietor of the Annandale IGA
on Booth Street, what he thinks
about the proposal to introduce a
Woolworths to Annandale, and his
response is naturally unequivocal.
But perhaps surprisingly, his
concern is less for himself
personally, than the community
as a whole.
“It’s a nice, quiet, peaceful
village,” he says. “The future
is uncertain when such a
corporation comes to town.”
Uncertain prospects are
something Sam and wife Katia
know a little about. Arriving
in Australia as migrants from
Lebanon in 1977, they purchased

their current business in 1985.
Over the years, they have
invested significant sums in
two major extensions of the
business, garnering a loyal
base of local customers along
the way. Interviewing Sam in
his shop, our conversation is
interrupted numerous times by
regular customers exchanging
pleasantries. As one who
routinely uses the big retailers for
everything from celery to cereal,
the experience is eye-opening.
Serving around a thousand
customers a day, Sam and
wife Katia work hours to make
even the most hardcore workobsessive wince. “We live on the
premises, work seven days a
week – we start work at four in
the morning and finish at 10.30,”
Sam says. “We do nothing else.”

He’s not joking – especially when
you consider that, three days out
of every seven, the start time
is an even more brutal 3.15am,
necessary to procure the freshest
produce at the Flemington market.
Like any good independent
retailer, Sam knows his
customers personally. “I just want
to be delivering what I can for my
customers – the more you can
deliver the more they appreciate,”
he says.
Surely, though, there comes a
point when one must ask whether
the ridiculous hours and stress
are worth it. “It’s not easy,” Katia
concedes, “but I love what I’m
doing. I love my customers – you
see families grow, and share their
problems. It’s a real community
feel. You get used to working –
it’s not easy for me to let it go.”
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Hickey seeks political refugee status for Tanya
By Simon Black
Greens candidate, Tony Hickey,
says his upcoming campaign
for the seat of Sydney will focus
on a number of issues he feels
have been neglected by the
Labor government, ranging
from refugees and schooling to
housing and transport.
The seat has been held by the
ALP since its creation in 1969,
but the Chippendale teacher
is upbeat about his chances
of unseating the incumbent
member, Tanya Plibersek, who
has held the seat for more than
ten years.
“I think there is a lot of
awareness of The Greens in
Sydney,” he said.
“There is no index of political
awareness, of course, but I
think they are one of the most
politically aware electorates in
Sydney. I think a lot of these
people are waking up to how
Labor is speaking progressively
and acting regressively on a
number of issues, most recently
asylum seekers.”
He disagrees with recent
Labor policy decisions in this
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Greens candidate for
Sydney,Tony Hickey

area, such as the suspension of
Afghan and Sri Lankan asylum
claims, and the proposal to create
a detention centre in East Timor.
“I think it’s pretty simple
– when you look at refugees,
they are people who, in the vast
majority, are in desperate need
of help,” Hickey said.
“We want a humane,
compassionate Australia, and we

have an ethical obligation to at
least take their claims seriously.
“I don’t see any reason why
we should lock them up while
we are processing their claims.”
The refugee debate is not the
only area where The Greens
retain strong differences with the
ALP. Labor has pushed back its
plans for an ETS after they were
blocked in the Senate by both

The Greens and the Liberals.
“People elected Labor in 2007
with a strong expectation they
would do something to address
climate change,” Hickey said.
“But their five per cent
target was ridiculous; the
overwhelming scientific evidence
is we need a lot more than that.
“The reality is neither party
has a credible policy on climate

change. A price on carbon
would be a start, but we also
need to work on investing in
renewable energy, and creating
better public transport to reduce
our dependence.”
Hickey says the state
members will need to organise
with those at a federal level to
address recent shortcomings
in transport and housing –
deficiencies that have seen the
Salvation Army report a 29 per
cent rise in the homeless rate
in Sydney, and the average first
home buyer having to save for
almost five years to afford a
deposit on a house.
An openly gay man, Hickey
says Sydney has come a long
way in terms of acceptance, but
laments Labor’s prohibitive
stance on same-sex marriage.
“I think people misinterpret
this as a religious issue, when it
isn’t,” he said.
“Most Australians these
days are married by a civil
celebrant, not in a church. If
same-sex couples want to be
married, why shouldn’t they?
They are consenting, they

aren’t hurting anyone.”
Argentina legalised same-sex
marriage last week, joining a
group of approximately ten
countries worldwide, including
Mexico and Iceland, whose
Prime Minister married her
same-sex partner on the day the
changes to the law took effect.
A teacher by trade, Hickey
also holds strong views
about the NAPLAN testing
regime and MySchool website
introduced by current Prime
Minister Julia Gillard during her
time as Minister for Education.
“These are diagnostic tests,”
he said.
“They aren’t designed to rank
students or schools, and why are
we ranking schools anyway?”
“It only serves to vilify
schools and create an
unproductive learning
environment. It doesn’t make
sense, and ultimately it’s not in
the interests of the student.”
“I think we are a nation that
values creativity, and doesn’t
want to force our children to
conform, but this test is going
to do that.”

Shedding light on the big picture

Anne Judell with ‘Frost #5’, part of her exhibition at
Wilson Street Gallery in Newtown
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By Shant Fabricatorian
“I’m an artist’s artist. I’m not a
household name who appeals to
people who buy for investment –
people who buy my work literally fall
in love with it, and then get loans and
pay them off over ten years.”
That, in a nutshell, summarises
Anne Judell’s philosophy. As
she puts it, the connection isn’t
immediately obvious, and for some
people, it might never happen. “But
it’s very gratifying, when you’ve
been working alone in your studio
for aeons, when you finally connect
with someone who sees the world as
you do.”
Although Judell has been working
as an artist for some 40 years, she
began by studying graphic design
in Melbourne. It was a two-year
stint in New York with her thenhusband which opened her eyes to
the possibilities of art, with exposure
to the city’s numerous world-class
exhibitions shifting her focus and
interest from design to art, revealing
to her what she describes as “a much
deeper way of working”.
Judell says her work revolves
essentially around one theme. “I’m
exploring light, really. I showed an

exhibition in Melbourne in August,
and this exhibition builds from that.”
The exploration of light is a
complex process, with the works
conveying a sense of stillness and
mystery through dense and tactile
layering, revealing the history of their
making. The drawing in and out, of
light and shadow, gives the works
a sense of gravitas, away from the
ephemeral, “easily-digested” aesthetic
Judell freely professes to be no fan of.
On her interest in her chosen
subject: “Somebody said, ‘everything
melts into light’. I’m very interested
in Buddhist philosophy, in science, in
the nature of matter, and if you take it
far enough, this idea that the world is
a bit of an illusion.”
Asked to nominate a favourite in
this particular exhibition, however,
she puts forward the ‘Frost’ series,
with little hesitation. “I think maybe
they surprised me more than the
others,” she said. “I’ve done work
that’s similar to some of the other
pictures before, and I think they get
closer to what I was trying to say.”
Anne Judell’s exhibition, ‘New Works’, is
on display at Wilson Street Gallery, 30-34
Wilson Street, Newtown, until Sunday,
August 1.

Taking a stroll
through history
By Shant Fabricatorian
Ask Sue Tronser, President of the Heritage Group of Leichhardt
District, about the changes she’s experienced in the area over 15
years, and she’ll speak with the enthusiasm of one who retains
a true passion for their craft. “There’s been a huge number of
changes... but I think it’s been quite good in many ways. A lot of
old houses have been saved as a result of this gentrification, for
want of a better word.”
Charting the history of Leichhardt Municipality is the aim of the
group’s recent publication, Exploring Leichhardt Heritage: Selected
Walks in the Municipality, which features details of 11 walks
highlighting the area’s past. The book contains detailed maps and
colour photos, and describes the history of many notable buildings
and streets in the area.
“There has been quite a lot of interest, particularly when people
find out [such a publication] exists,” Ms Tronser said. “It’s either
people looking around their own district, which they’ve never really
looked at properly, or new people coming into the area who are
innocent in the background of their streets or houses.”
One highlight of the book is the Beale Pianos factory site on
Trafalgar Street in Annandale, now home to units and townhouses.
“The main building is a lovely old building; I think Beale started
around 1903, and were selling, in their heyday, something like
3,000 pianos a month!” Ms Tronser said. The site also made its
contribution to the war effort in World War I, being converted to
manufacture aeroplane parts.
The Heritage Group of Leichhardt District celebrates its fifth
birthday in 2010. Funding for Exploring Leichhardt Heritage – as
with a number of other projects undertaken by the group – comes
from Leichhardt Council.
Exploring Leichhardt Heritage costs $20 and is available at
Leichhardt and Balmain Libraries, at the Balmain Association, and
at Shearers Bookshop in Norton Street, Leichhardt and Journeys
Bookshop in Booth Street, Annandale.

Harold Park development nears finish line
Artist’s impression of the proposed
Harold Park redevelopment

By Lawrence Bull
Final plans for the Harold
Park development are nearing
completion, with the release of
City of Sydney Council’s latest
proposal for the site.
The proposal suggests the
construction of 1,200 apartments,
with 3.9 hectares (35 per cent)
devoted to open space for public
use.
At least 50 apartments will be
allocated for affordable housing,
and the tram sheds will be
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restored and converted for retail
and community use.
Council will vote on the
proposal at their July meeting.
The site’s current owners, the
NSW Harness Racing Club, want
greater building density.
Club Chief Executive John
Dumesny said Council had left the
door open for modifications.
“We’re not that far apart, it’s
just that the amount of open space
appears to be excessive when you
consider that it’s sitting right on the

edge of 14.3 hectares of open space
that is relatively unused,” he said.
“If you have a little bit more
area available for building, you
could make those buildings
slightly bigger.”
Greens Councillor Chris Harris
said the height of the seven- and
eight-storey buildings is excessive,
and described the proposed car
parking plans as “out of control”.
“They’re allowing for just
under 1,100 cars for the residents.
There’s another 400 cars for

visitors and the commercial/retail
area,” he said.
“The City of Sydney shouldn’t
be contemplating that sort of
parking allowance for a thing
that’s right next to a light rail
station, is serviced by buses and is
a walk from Parramatta Road.
“We should be targeting the
market of people who don’t want
to have a car,” he said.
Council CEO Monica Barone
said any development needed to
balance housing development with
community benefit.
“There’s a state metropolitan
strategy and every local
government has a responsibility to
achieve so many houses,” she said.
“If you don’t do this well,
people start to resort to doing
really bad planning things, like
dual lots and all sorts of stuff, and
in these heritage suburbs it’s really
important that we put housing in
the right place.”
Residents group The Glebe
Society said it was pleased with
the amount of open space, but
expressed fears the new cars and
retail may have a negative impact
on traffic and local businesses.

Every dog has his
victory
It’s a time-worn truism that the way to a judge’s
heart is to offer them something irresistible –
and it is equally true there is no more effective
way to do this than offer up an unutterably
cute puppy. That may well have been the
secret to the success of Brian Lye, whose pug,
‘Mr Hector Dudley’ (pictured above, with the
coveted winner’s Pomod’oro) took out the grand
prize at last year’s ViVa Leichhardt Short Film
Festival. Now renamed Primavera, we can’t offer
prospective entrants any sure-fire winning tips
this time, beyond the fact entries – covering any
genre and type – must be in by August 16, and
run no longer than 15 minutes. Entry is free, and
a festival of the entries will be held on Friday,
September 3, from 8.30pm at Palace Cinemas on
Norton Street, Leichhardt.

TOWN PLANNER and HERITAGE
CONSERVATION SPECIALIST
JBC now consults in association with
MBED Structural Engineers and
Building Designers. They can offer an
integrated package for development
design right through to development
approval. Being integrated, their
services offer cost effective
development advice and development applications, and
earlier development approvals.
Development Applications are a long and complex
process. Delays in approvals, & stop work orders on
construction or on business activity are expensive.
As an alternative to expensive and delayed legal action,
JBC/ MBED closely liaise with Councils to resolve
problems quickly on your behalf, and during the
development assessment process can keep your
Development Application progressing smoothly.
John Boers has 19 years of experience as a town planner
in State and Local government, and in private practice.
As such he understands the operation and culture of
Councils, and the needs of business.
He holds an undergraduate degree in Clinical
Psychology, a graduate degree in Urban and Regional
Planning and a Masters degree in Heritage Conservation.

JBC and MBED can also provide:
• All documentation for
Development Applications:
Structural Assessments of
buildings, Statements of
Environmental Effects
• Plans of Management
• Residential, Industrial and
Commercial Building Design
• Land and Environment Court
Expert Witnesses
• Social Impact Assessments
• For Liquor Licences: Community
Impact Statements and Plans of
Management
• Heritage Impact Assessments and
Statements
• SEPP 10 Reports and resolution of
SEPP 10 issues
• Preliminary Site Contamination
Investigations and management of
Remediation of Contaminated Sites
• Private Certifiers for Construction
and Occupation Certificates
• Appraisals of development
potential for land
AN INITIAL CONSULTATION
IS UNCHARGED. FEES ARE OFTEN
A BUSINESS TAX DEDUCTION

J O H N B O E R S C O N S U LT I N G

B.A. (Psych.); Grad. Dip. URP (Syd); M. Heritage Cons. (Syd); MRAPI

Suite 88/330 Wattle St, Ultimo Tel: 9211 0024 Mob: 0425 244 056
Email: jbc@alternativemediagroup.com

Sung set for Swedish sojourn
By Shant Fabricatorian
Picking up an instrument as
a child is by no means an
uncommon pursuit – but
turning it into a career?
That’s an altogether rarer
endeavour. But for Lilyfield
resident Alistair Sung, what
began as childhood enthusiasm
has blossomed into a highly
promising career, which is
about to take the next big step.
In mid-August, Alistair
will be packing his bags and
heading to Sweden to begin
a masters degree in cello
performance at the renowned
Swedish Music Academy. The
academy emphasises practical
performance experience
alongside professional orchestras
and ensembles, and provides an
opportunity for Sung to benefit
from the tuition of some of the
best in the world.
Not that high-quality
instruction is an entirely new
experience for Sung. As part
of his Arts/Music degree at the
University of New South Wales,
he studied cello for a year at the
Australian National University
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Lilyfield’s Alistair
Sung is off to
Sweden to develop
his musical talents

in Canberra, under renowned
Australian cellist David Perreira.
He has also completed master
classes with the likes of Michel
Strauss, Uzi Weisel and Nicolas
Altstaedt, and performed with
the Sydney Youth Orchestra,
the Performing Arts Unit
Symphony Orchestra, and
been a member of the string
quartet, ‘Strings on Sydney’. But

the beginnings of the story, at
least, would be familiar to any
number of families.
“I started when I was six
years old,” he said. “My older
brother actually started on
the violin beforehand, and
my parents thought it would
be a natural fit for me too –
but I wasn’t too keen on it,
apparently! They took me to

an orchestral performance – I
think it was actually a Balmain
Symphonia performance – and
told me to pick an instrument
that I liked! Apparently, I
hovered over near the cellos,
and the decision was made...”
From the beginning,
then, Alistair’s parents have
been integral to the aspiring
cellist’s career, with a tale
doubtless familiar to many
musical parents. “They’ve
been amazingly supportive
throughout the whole process,”
Sung said. “They’ve driven me
to lessons, before I could drive
myself, and I think they’ve been
to pretty much every single
performance I’ve ever done!”
The effort has paid off.
Alistair travelled to Sweden in
March to undertake auditions
– a choice motivated, in part,
by the fact his current teacher
studied in Denmark. “I’m very
keen on a lot of the cello players
that have come out of that part
of the world,” Sung said. “They
were really lovely people, very
friendly, and the school seemed
to have a great atmosphere
– and it all went through,
basically!”

But as one who did the
whole musical – indeed, cello –
thing for a good chunk of my
formative years, I hesitate to ask
the next question, lest it reprise
painful memories. Just how did
he maintain the will to keep
practising in those teenage years?
“It’s probably a combination
of a couple of things,” he said
cheerfully. “Firstly, my teacher,
Marcus Hartstein, is definitely
one of the best in Australia
– he’s just so captivating.
Regardless of what was going
on during those teenage years,
he was still able to keep me

interested in music. The other
thing that contributed, though,
was that I went to Newtown
High School, which was a
performing arts class, and I
was involved in so many things
I didn’t really have time to
second-guess myself. It was a
really healthy environment to
be in, I think – it was almost
as though everyone was doing
something.”
Earlier this month, Alistair performed
a farewell concert at the Hunter
Baillie Church in Annandale. To help
Alistair fund his studies in Sweden,
visit http://tinyurl.com/supportalistair

Next step for Callan
Park Masterplan
The second of the Community Master Planning Workshops
for Callan Park will be held in the Callan Park Recreation Hall
(building B504, bottom of Wharf Road), on Saturday, July 24, from
10.30am until 4.30pm. The ‘your plan’ website for Callan Park –
www.CallanParkyourplan.com.au – has been launched, already
attracting more than 1,000 individual users, with nearly 500
people registering their interest.
Additionally, the Stage One Collaborative Map closing date for
local residents to have their say has been extended until Friday,
July 23. Written submissions can also be made by email to ilona@
callanparkyourplan.com.au, or to Leichhardt Council (P.O. Box 45,
Leichhardt 2040), until Tuesday, August 3.

Inner west a prime target for spammers
By Shant
Fabricatorian
If you think the tsunami
of email spam just keeps
getting worse, you may be
onto something. A recent
report listed Leichhardt and
Marrickville as two of the
top four suburbs in NSW
for attracting spam in June.
The two inner western
suburbs took out the
dubious honour of third
and fourth overall in the
MessageLabs report, behind
top-ranked Goulburn and
second-placed Griffith.
According to a
spokesperson for Symantec,
Adrian Covich, a possible
reason for this is the inner
west’s concentration of
Leichhardt and Marrickville were
small-to-medium sized businesses. amongst the highest-ranked suburbs
The majority of spam email
for attracting email spam in June
consists of unsolicited commercial
bulk email, and smaller businesses greater protection against spam,”
Mr Covich said.
are especially vulnerable to attack
The report found the amount
due to assumptions on the part of
of spam could be as much as
spammers. “[Small businesses] are
seven per cent higher for small
regarded as having less protection
businesses than for larger ones.
for their IT services – people
Mr Covich added areas with
often assume big companies have

high levels of government
involvement generally
represented a prime target
for spammers, with targeted
phishing and malware
attacks increasingly making
themselves felt.
If you’re looking to get
away from the spammers,
consider a move to
Kensington, Homebush or
Mona Vale. These three
suburbs were the least hit by
spammers in June, with the
latter also the least afflicted
suburb in the country.
Ultimately, however,
there is little one can do
to combat spam beyond
implementing the advice
already well-known to
most – don’t click on emails
where you are unsure of the
source, don’t reply to unsolicited
emails, and ensure your antivirus
and browser are up-to-date. That
way, you’ll prevent yourself
becoming a victim. As Mr Covich
concluded: “Spammers exist
because they make money – to
a certain extent, they’re there
because they’re successful.”

Sirens sound off
With the election campaign now well and truly underway and a close contest expected,
there is renewed focus on party fundraisers – which means plenty of events over the
next few weeks for local residents to indulge themselves. One such is ‘Sirens Sounding’,
a fundraiser for The Greens promising “a concert for change”. To be held at Leichhardt
Town Hall on July 23 from 7.30pm, it will feature young female big band The Sirens
playing a raft of music inspired by African, Middle Eastern and Latin grooves, combined
with jazz and blues, followed by ‘nu global soul’ and salsa tracks from DJ Gabriel
Cloustan. Tickets available at the door ($20 standard, $15 concession); for bookings and
RSVPs, call 9519 0877.
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Foodies ’ Di a ry: W h at ’ s F o r D i n n e r ?
Gluten-Free

Forte Catering

Deniz Goturk

Hunt for Dinner
If you follow Duncan Garvey and
his Springer Spaniel Pickles around
the oak and hazelnut trees on
Rosewood Trufferie in the Southern
Highlands, there’s a good chance
that you might find a great addition
to any dinner – a truffle! The one
he’s holding is about 150 grams,
and they sell for about $3/gram –
you do the math! So $180/head is
a pretty good price for a Sunday
truffle hunt, which includes watching
them weighed and washed before
you sit down to a truffle lunch. Book
quickly on (0409) 462 141 as this
season’s last tour is on August 29th.
www.perigord.com.au

kind celebratory Turkish dinner
at Efendy Restaurant. Chef Somer
Sivrioglu will be cooking with
Turkish cookbook author Deniz
Gokturk (she makes decadent
breads and pastries) on Thursday
19th August.You’ll be treated to
a degustation type meal with hot
and cold mezes, mains, platters of
desserts and the chance to get
personally autographed copies of
the book they came from; all to a
background of live Turkish music!
It’s a bargain at $55/head, and a
chance to eat the food of the only
Turkish Chef involved in the Sydney
International Food Festival!
www.efendy.com.au

Istanbul Dinner
Take a cheap trip to Istanbul all
in one evening with a one of a

Game Dinner
If you’re an adventurous cook,
you’ve probably cooked kangaroo

Mizuya
and venison, but do you know what
to do with wild boar and guinea
fowl? Get some tips at Urban Food
Market’s Game Meatup™ dinner,
held at Omertà on Tuesday 27th
July.You’ll pay $95/head for six
courses that include Venison Tartare
with Quail Egg and Lemon, matched
to Italian wines. If the menu’s not
exciting enough, perhaps hearing
they had to take possum off
the menu due to threats from
extremists will pique your interest?
It certainly got mine, so book
quickly and I’ll see you there!
www.urbanfoodmarket.com.au
Sake Dinner
A cup of warm sake is just the
ticket to accompany a wintery
Japanese meal, but do you know
which one to choose? If not, here’s

Toshi Maeda

an opportunity to taste, talk and
learn from sake master Toshi
Maeda, while you enjoy six courses
of modern Japanese cuisine by
Raita Noda on Tuesday 10th or
Wednesday 11th August. Ocean
Room’s harbour side surroundings
are not too shabby either, especially
when you consider you’ll only be
paying $125 a head for food and a
handpicked selection of high-grade
sake! Book on (02) 9252 9585.
Hi-Tech Dinner
Sydney’s young Asian trendsetters
have already discovered this super
chic George Street dining spot.
It’s an izakaya or Japanese gastropub, and the $3.5 million dollar
refit is definitely worth a gander.
Dine in one of their twentyfour luxurious private rooms

Duncan Garvey &
Pickles
(or in high-walled booths) on
two hundred menu items! Select
your own combination of sushi,
sashimi, shabu-shabu, kushiyaki and
teppanyaki from a tableside touch
screen menu (with photos)! If you’d
like to know more, I have a review
coming soon…
www.mizuya.com.au
Organically Catered
Dinner
If you need some help on the
catering front, Forte Catering &
Events have just become the first
catering company in Sydney to
offer an exclusively organic menu.
Nothing impresses more than
throwing a soiree with great food
and a social conscience! These guys
will up your ethical ante by using
local suppliers (within a hundred

mile radius) for most of their
seasonal organic ingredients. Dishes
like baked goats cheese pannacotta
with roasted pears and red elk
salad sound pretty yummy too!
www.fortecatering.com.au
Coeliacs to Dinner
If someone in your friend/family has
Coeliac disease, or is intolerant to
gluten for another reason, brush
up on recipes and find suitable
ingredients at the 2010 Gluten Free
Expo on Friday 6th August and
Saturday 7th August.There will be
live cooking demonstrations from
chefs including the popular Teresa
Cutter from Channel 7’s Sunrise; a
gluten-free café and of course lots of
product samples. So you’ll be cooking
gluten-free dinners in no time!
www.glutenfreeexpo.com.au

POSITIONS VACANT
DELIVERY PEOPLE
Your friendly local papers The City Hub,The City News, Inner West
Independent and The Bondi View are seeking equally friendly and
reliable people (with a vehicle) to deliver our newspapers.
All enquiries please call Chris on 9212 5677 or email
chris@alternativemediagroup.com
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Fujiyama *NEW*
Battle bento box is being waged at
lunchtime on Norton Street. This
restaurant (which used to be a few doors
up the road) has a great list of ten Lunch
Boxes ($12) that provide a good value,
balanced lunch. In their old spot, a new
Japanese place has sprung up, so despite
the expansion, their prices here remain reasonable! Their new, and much
bigger premises includes a great covered verandah – a nice advance
on their old sloping pavement tables. The expansion has also seen a
widening of the menu. The Sashimi Entrée ($22/ 12 pieces) now includes
scallops topped with luminous green flying fish roe, and an oyster with
the usual fresh salmon, tuna and kingfish. They’ve also added some more
interesting fresh rolls, like the Palm Spring Roll ($12) with cucumber,
avocado and crab topped with a lightly dressed heap of raw salmon,
tomato and shallot; and tempura rolls like Soft Shell Crab Roll ($14).
Even the entrée list has expanded to a full restaurant sized selection that
includes Black Horenso ($7), a neat pile of blanched spinach surrounded
by a lake of black sesame sauce. It’s hard to pass up their addictive, fluffy
Takoyaki ($9.00) or octopus balls drizzled with mayo and topped with
writhing dried bonito flakes.
161 Norton Street, Leichhardt (02) 9560 8949
Japanese $-$$

Pricing
$ - mains less than $15
$$ - mains between $15-$22
$$$ - mains between $22-$30
$$$$ - mains over $30

INNER WEST
(Pyrmont/Balmain
Leichhardt/Glebe)
Ruby L’otel
Specials abound at this truly local,
twenty-first century Australian
inner city pub. Tuesdays are cheap
Wagyu Burgers ($9.95); Thursdays
are for kilo serves of Baby Back
Pork Ribs ($19.90); and Wednesdays
are ‘2 for 1 Curry Night’. Chef Raja
Anand’s curries are flavoursome
and authentic – but ask for more
heat when ordering. The Vegetarian
Korma Curry ($17) with springy
green beans, pumpkin and beautifully
cooked chickpeas suits a Bulmers
Cider ($7). Massaman Beef Curry
($18.90) impressed with falling apart
beef; or there’s the famous Bengal
Chicken Curry ($17.50), best with
Hahn Super Dry ($5.20). The wellprotected back deck even works in
winter!
68 Victoria Road, Rozelle
(02) 9555 1900 www.rubylotel.com.au
Pub Bistro $$
Gallon
Beside one of my favourite bottle
shops (Porter’s Liquor, Pyrmont)
is an inexpensive wine bar. The
deceptively small shop front widens
into a sandstone cavern decorated
with dictionary pages and archaic
forms of measurement. The menu’s
eclectic, female-friendly and easy to
share. There are chalkboard specials
like Roast Chestnuts ($6) or a wafer
thin White Base Pizza with Sliced
Potato and Caramelised Red Onion
($13.50); but the menu standout is
the Prosciutto, Burgomaster Ham,
Salami & Goat’s Cheese ($17). Keep
up the greens with a curiously
good breaded Calamari Salad ($15).
Lubricate with beer, St Helier Pear
Cider ($10/500ml) and lesser-known
wines.
117 Harris Street, Pyrmont
(0402) 799 557
Modern Australian $-$$
Il Grappolo Cucina E Pizzeria
The heady violet aroma of Lacrima
Di Morro D’Alba DOC 2008
($41/bottle) intertwines with my
memory of this wonderful, new
neighbourhood restaurant. Chef/coowner Marcus BosshartIt’s authentic

20

Italian food is complimented
by Italy’s best pasta (Garofalo)
and mozzarella (Fior di Latte).
Extraordinarily silky house-made
Gnocchi Gorgonzola ($17) top
a carroty, stick-to-your-ribs
Pappardelle with Lamb Ragout ($23)
and glorious Spinach and Ricotta
Ravioli ($16/entrée, $24/main). John
Dory with Sauteed Zucchini and
Bay Leaf Sauce ($27) is delicate and
compelling; Spatchcock with Fennel
and Potato ($27) is super moist;
Patate Pizza ($17) is simple and fine.
Over lit, but too good to be ‘locals
only’.
Balmain Shores, Shop 1/41 Terry Street,
Rozelle (02) 9810 3355
www.ilgrappolo.com.au
Italian $$$

ROCKS & CBD
Capital Grill
Head Chef Zac Sykes started
cooking at fifteen; and he’s cooked
alongside Stephen Hodges and
Neil Perry. Two textbook entrees
- a beautifully balanced Kingfish
Carpaccio with Pomegranate,
Salmon Roe and Watermelon
Vinaigrette ($22); and Scallops with
Sweet Corn, Trompette Mushrooms
and Onions ($22); then a challenging
Bouillabaisse ($36). Hang in there Zac cooks seafood as it’s meant to
be cooked. His Scotch Fillet ($49)
with onion puree, King Brown
mushrooms and red wine jus is even
better. June’s Leaves ($7) are treated
with verjuice and great respect in
an avant-garde setting with wellconstructed wine and cocktail lists.
Try Brad Cox’s Pine and Apple
Grilltini ($17)!
The Gateway, 1 Macquarie Place,
Sydney (02) 9247 4445 www.
capitalgrill.com.au
Steak/Seafood $$$$
Number One Wine Bar
A mostly monochrome environment
where colour shines – a red
banquette; a neon blue Julie Rrap;
the golden curls Lily Bilson who
shines on the restaurant floor.
A Pheasant, Pork and Foie Gras
Terrine ($21) is rustically served
on a wooden board; while at
autumnal Boudin of Crab with Pine
Mushrooms ($21) places columns
of pale creamy crab on a pine
mushroom forest floor. The 2005
Mitchelton ‘Airstrip’ Marsanne,
Roussanne Viognier ($70) is a great
winter white, complementing the
Ballotine of Spatchcock with Foie
Gras, Sweetbreads & Mushroom
Risotto ($35) well. Crème Caramel
with Strawberries and Champagne

jackie@alternativemediagroup.com

LotForty *NEW*
Sydney’s small bar revolution produces a
real gem – the only downside is finding
this tucked-away hidey-hole. A cute
little cocktail list; spunky staff emanating
warmth on a cool night; mouth-watering
aromas from the open kitchen; and a few
knockout wines from owner Damien
Healey’s great list, all made my evening here a pleasure. Easy-drinking
caramel and passionfruit notes make the Swedish Passion ($15) a quaffer.
The 2008 Christmont Chardonnay, King Valley ($9/glass) is a classy food
companion for a list of small plates that exceed expectations. Head Chef
Kelly Pakdeewaa (ex-Monkey Bar) has Thai blood and Italian technique;
this fusion works astoundingly well in Zucchini Flowers ($12) stuffed
with scallop mousse on a bed of pea puree.You’ll also find it in the Twice
Roasted Pork Belly ($12) with crisp green beans and a sticky sauce of
seeded mustard and sweet soy; and in the tasty Oven Baked Duck Crepe
($12) with plum sauce and eschalots. Don’t skip the straight-up options
either - the Braised De-boned Lamb Shanks with Peas and Potato Puree
($12) are full of flavour. If choosing is a chore, Kelly will do the work for
you with a five dish Chef’s Selection ($35/person), but leave room for the
organic Banana and Caramel Tart ($8) because it’s really… yummy.
40 Kings Lane, Darlinghurst (02) 9380 2728 www.lotforty.com
Tapas $$

Wow Thai *NEW*
Full of good cheer from a stellar Sunday
show at the Sydney Opera House, I
directed my party to the chilly Republic
2 courtyard, determined to finally try
Lucio’s Pizzeria. My beautician Vera from
the neighbouring V Beauty reckons his
Chocolate Tortino is one of the three
best things “you will ever have in your mouth… it saves you a trip to
Italy!” Sadly Owner/Chef Lucio De Falco is presently in Italy, so we
diverted to the new Thai next door. With barely a night under their
belt here, the kitchen produces an excellent signature Crispy Fried
Pork ($17.90). The pork belly pieces are crunchy against a salty oyster
sauce with the intensity broken up by Chinese broccoli. It goes well
with a gently garlicky bowl of Garlic Fried Rice with Egg ($5.50). After
one plate of Pad Si Iew with Tofu ($14.90) I am prepared to never
order Pad Thai ($12.90-$18.90) again! The short fat rice noodles
are soft and fresh; the tofu squares are ethereally light; the perfectly
blanched vegetables are crisp, with juicy zucchini pieces bursting on
the palate. It’s all pulled together by a compelling (almost meaty)
sweet black bean sauce with egg – very satisfying on a cold winter
eve.
Courtyard, Republic 2, 50 Burton Street, Darlinghurst (02) 9331 3525
Thai $$

Abhi’s Indian Restaurant *NEW*
From the first crisp bite of Pappadum
($2.80) with a Side Dish Platter ($6.80/3)
of raita (yoghurt, grated cucumber,
mustard seeds and dried chillis),
kachumber (tomato and onion) and
superb mango chutney, I knew I was in
for a treat. Any restaurant that’s survived
– nay thrived – for twenty years is obviously pleasing the patrons.This is
the more traditional precursor to Woolloomooloo’s picturesque Aki’s,
and it’s packed on a Monday! While the next table admits it’s because
they “saw this place on MasterChef”, most of the others seem to be
regulars.The well-presented Alu Tikki ($10.80) with lightly spiced potato
patties on a bed of dry, flavoursome chickpea masala is a testament to
the popularity, satisfying every corner of my mouth. Vegetarian dishes are
jammed with flavour - Ennai Kathrikai ($17.80) with whole baby eggplants
in a compelling, creamy sauce of cashews, sesame, peanuts and coconut
requires a flaky Parantha Lacchadar ($3.50) to mop up every skerrick.
The more robust Patiala Goat Curry ($19.80) is a perfect match to the
2006 Cloudy Bay Gewurtztraminer ($68/bottle) from a wine list loaded
with curry-friendly gems, like those from my favourite Waipara vineyard,
Pegasus Bay! I end with a tangy South Indian Beef Ambotik ($19.80)
because I’m too full for dessert – next time!
163 Concord Road, North Strathfield (02) 9743 3061 www.abhisindian.com.au
Indian $$-$$$

Monkey Magic *NEW*
Since my last visit, this dark and modern
venue has headhunted sushi superstar
Michiaki Miyazaki. Miyazaki began his
training at age eighteen at two Michelin
star restaurant Kikunoi in Kyoto, Japan; a
decade later his talent saw him take over
as head chef! He’s made fast work of
improving the offerings here: the Monkey Magic Style Sushi Selection
($20/small) now harmoniously combines toppings like yuzu cream,
sesame dressing and yellow anticucho with a variety of excellent nigiri
sushi. The high quality fishes stand out even more in the Assorted
Sashimi ($19/small); while the Soft Shell Crab Roll ($15) with fried leek
and spicy mayonnaise is a mouth-filling, tongue-tingling explosion. I was
also quite taken with the cold Prawn Noodle Salad ($18) – ignore the
name, the mushrooms are the hero! A slightly chewy Salt and Pepper
Cuttlefish ($11) was good on flavour and a nice foil to the aniseed
(Absinthe) and cucumber notes of a Fairy Wings ($16) cocktail. I
finished my meal with a delicate, internally warming and gently sweet
Uguisu Daruma Junmai Sake from Fukuoka, Japan ($13/150ml).You’ve
got until September to take advantage of one of the best specials in
town – 20% off your entire bill if you dine Monday to Wednesday!
3 & 4, 410 Crown Street, Surry Hills (02) 9358 4444
www.monkeymagic.com.au
Japanese Fusion $$$-$$$$

Jelly ($14) wins via texture, clarity
and restraint.
1 Alfred Street, Goldfields House,
Circular Quay (02) 8252 9296
www.numberonewinebar.com
French $$$$

DARLO, KINGS X &
SURRY HILLS
The Dolphin Hotel
This hundred-year-old pub has a
light and airy interior featuring cane
basket lamps, bright candy stripes,
potted palms, white louvers and
antique fireplaces. The menu offers
comfort, familiarity, some exotics
and vegetarian/salad choices. Create
your own entrée grazing plate with
a fine Chicken Liver Parfait ($7);
tasty Grilled Chorizo and Haloumi
($8) and nicely cooked Salt and
Pepper Soft Shell Crab ($10). Woolly
weather makes the Pot Pie of the
Day ($14) appealing; or there’s
Pappardelle with Rabbit Ragu ($22).
With Lou Reed urging us on, we
adjourned to the cocktail lounge
for an Earl Grey Martini ($15) and a
great, warm Chai Toddy ($15).
412 Crown Street, Surry Hills
(02) 9331 4800
www.dolphinhotel.com.au
Pub Bistro $$-$$$

eastern suburbs &
BEACHES
Tiger Mottle
This great little café-by-day now
does dinner by Wednesday-to-Friday

night. There’s no wine list, but you’re
encouraged to BYO with $2/person
corkage. Entrees like Prawn Satay
Skewers with Vietnamese Salad
($9.50) and Grilled Haloumi ($9.50)
are simple and reasonably priced.
Follow with a generous, well-cooked
serve of Eye Fillet with Garlic Mash
and Red Wine Jus ($21); or a Rustic
Pork Pie ($17.50) topped with sliced
apple and stewed pear, and ringed by
sautéed cabbage. End with a classic
Apple and Rhubarb Crumble ($8.50)
and a mouth-tingling Maple Mottle
($3) double ristretto of excellent
Golden Cobra Coffee against maple
syrup, chilli and cream.
248 Glenmore Road, Paddington
(0401) 225 269
Café/Modern Australian $-$$
Nielsen Park Kiosk Café
Mosey on down for a weekend
brunch and make the most of the
glistening winter sun and abundant
parking.Very few tourists find this
picturesque spot; locals are treated to
generous portions and unpretentious
cooking. Bacon Chorizo, Portobello
Mushroom and Scrambled Eggs
on Turkish Toast ($19.25) is stellar
produce, well handled – the bacon is
smoky, the eggs are fluffy. An Angus
Beef Burger ($18.15) has the perfect
ratio of beef to bun, tarted up by a
good beetroot relish. Drink a pleasing
2008 Thorn Clark Chardonnay ($8.50/
glass) or a robust Flat White ($3.50).
Finish with five flavours of Homemade Ice Cream ($9.50).
Nielsen Park, Graycliffe Avenue,Vaucluse

New Shanghai Chinese Restaurant
*NEW*
Journey from a food-court into the dark,
moody street-scape of a 1930s Shanghai
movie set, with cobblestones, old poster ads,
a cast iron and wood gate and a blood red
glow from a tempting private dining room.
Watch live dumpling theatre where whiteclad women in clinical masks pleat dumplings with precision.The signature
Pan Fried Pork Buns ($9.20/8 pieces) are fluffy with pan-crisped golden
bottoms and moist, tender pork filling. Beware the explosive hot broth
they contain; best tempered with a small squirt of vinegar then eaten with
care. Our efficient waitress looks askance when we order the Braised Beef
with Cold Noodle ($9). Cold noodles are one way the Chinese conquer
extreme temperatures.These come with a peanut butter and vinegar sauce
that owner John Chen explains is “one of the all time favourite sauces in
Shanghai”. It springs up in a lot of dishes, with a sesame nut version on the
popular Shepherd’s Purse and Pork Wontons ($9.80/10 pieces). Stir Fried
Spinach With Garlic ($9.80) provides a bit of welcome relief from a salty,
filling plate of Deep Fried Prawns in Salted Egg Yolk ($22.80).The almost
sandy texture makes a Tsing Tao Beer ($7) welcome. It’s challenging food for
the Western palate, but the brave are rewarded handsomely.
Lower Ground, Chatswood Chase, 345 Victoria Avenue, Chatswood (02) 9412 3358
Chinese $$
(02) 9337 7333
www.nieslenpark.com.au
Café $$
Amarcord
The name means ‘I remember’.
The mural down one wall of the
pretty dining room shows where
co-owner/Chef Andrea Riva (exZeffirelli) grew up. He cooks the
food of his boyhood – a delicate
Fritto Misto Tricolore ($18)
balanced by strips of zucchini;
a gooey-centred Flan di Grana

Padano ($16) offset by a grape
reduction. Addictive hand-made
Italian flatbread or Piadina ($5) with
a pot of Slow-Baked Cuttlefish with
Peas ($16). House-made pasta’s a
highlight – try beautifully chewy
Ravioli di Ricotta e Parmigiano ($25)
or hand-twisted Strozzapreti ($24)
with smoked salmon and asparagus.
Charming, regional Italian that
Nonnas often cook. BYO.
96 Bronte Road, Bondi Junction
(02) 9369 4071
Italian $$$
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Stealing the Setlist is the debut exhibition of local
photographer Will Reichelt, shot from the pits of some
of Sydney’s most electric live shows. Hosted at MART
Gallery, a space dedicated to music-themed artistic
endeavours, and part of an FBi Fundraiser, this is one
exhibition that will twang all your right chords; heart,
mind and eyes. Reichelt tells us more.
What do you think is so appealing about live
show photography?
For me, it’s having a love of the music, stage lighting and
antics of live performance combined with the challenge
of actually capturing it.There are lots of photographic
restrictions and potential pitfalls - the ‘three songs no
flash’ rule for accredited shows, not being in the right
spot at the right time with the right lens, not having
enough light, having too much light, the unpredictability
of performers - and it requires anticipation and planning
to position yourself well.The countless crappy shots
I’ve taken at shows were all worth it for those rare but
amazing moments when I’ve managed to get a shot that
I’m actually proud of.The strong emotional attachments
we have to songs, albums and bands play a part in defining
our identity, so of course we’re naturally interested if
there’s a visual extension of that - music videos, artist
portraits, album artwork, posters, live show photography.
You’ve photographed some of Austraila’s
biggest bands - Cut Copy, Tame Impala, PVT,
Faker and the Presets - do you think there’s
something unique about Australian gigs?
I don’t think that there’s anything in the music,
performance style, or visual flair that Australian
bands display that’s necessarily different compared to
international bands. It’s also not really about the size
of the venue, either - I’ve seen PVT,The Presets and
Decoder Ring perform in venues as large as Acer Arena
and as small as Spectrum (i.e. the size of a lounge room),
and been equally thrilled.We’ve got an incredibly creative,
vibrant music community here that can compete with
anywhere in the world, and the reason I’ve chosen
images from only Australian bands for this show is really
just to celebrate that.
How did you select the photos for the
exhibition? Do you have a favourite?
I started off with the idea that it should just be
Australian bands. As I combed through my library
and started shortlisting photos for inclusion I realised
that I was gravitating towards shots that featured a
single performer rather than a band, and that I was
also eliminating photos that involved the audience, or
established a specific location - I think the photo of
Julian Hamilton from The Presets is one of the few
shots where you can see the back wall of the stage, and
surrounding instruments. I’m not sure why, I think I just
prefer simple, pure-form composition. I was also trying
to include any special ‘moments’ - Nick Littlemore from
PNAU lying prostrate on the catwalk getting molested
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by fans was one of my first inclusions with this in mind.
The other consideration was avoiding the usual cliched
gig photography shots, as I don’t think anyone’s really that
interested in seeing yet another shot of a 3/4-framed
musician standing at a mic holding a guitar. It’s quite hard
to pick a favourite out of the bunch, but I really like the
one of Daisy Tulley from Bridezilla - I love the light, and
the way she looks so lost in what she’s playing.
I like that you’ve stepped out of the pit.
How are they still ‘music’ images?
The photos that aren’t live performance shots are still
‘fly-on-the-wall’ shots I’ve taken with musicians in other
settings - Matt Blackman recording in the studio, or
Thomas Diakomichalis on set for the City of Satellites
music video for example. I would say that those images
are just as honest as the stage performances, given that
they’re still essentially in-character.The photo of Al Grigg
from the Red Riders is the one image in the show that
was a specifically-designed portrait, and I guess that
being able to communicate with him & direct him gives
the photo some authenticity as far as what I’m trying to
convey.
All proceeds go to FBI, yes?
Yes, all profits from the sale of the prints, postcards and
catalogues I’ll be hawking will go to support FBi 94.5FM.
It’s a not-for-profit community radio station that plays
an important part in Sydney’s culture, and they rely on
subscribers and donations in order to keep running.
I felt like giving something back, as they’ve switched
me on to lots of good music, and they’re also one of
Sydney’s culture hubs with a very supportive community
surrounding them.
Jul 22-29, MART Gallery, 156 Commonwealth
St, Surry Hills, willreichelt.com

“A Romanian doesn’t bullshit. That’s our motto.” If only they’d
have stayed Romanians. Sound confusing? Yes, for a little while,
this script is but that is not what’s wrong with it. It’s about two
travellers on a road trip home - minus the means to get there
and not only is this play too long, it’s random in all the wrong
places and baffling in its finale. Thankfully, it’s performed here
by a very talented and funny cast. Most notable are Neil Phipps
and Kim Knuckey for their comedic timing and clearly mastered
craftsmanship in their roles. Originally written in Polish by Polish
playwright Dorota Maslowska, the hilarious, absurd and laughingfit inducing first half surely could have been the basis for more
of an adaptation, rather than a direct translation? I didn’t object
to this play more than wish that it had either an interval, or an
epilogue. Had it had an interval, I could have escaped before the
second act (presuming I had some kind of insight that I would
need to). Had it had an epilogue, it could have summated the
second act instead of making us sit through it.
Until Aug 7, Newtown Theatre, cnr King & Bray Sts,
Newtown, $22-30, 8507 3034, newtowntheatre.com.au

THEATRE: NEW DIRECTIONS
by Tara Parsons
A little season of big ideas is how New Theatre describes
New Directions, its annual mini-season of theatrical treats
from Australia and abroad. Running over four weeks,
New Directions is not about elaborate sets or over-thetop costumes. Rather, it’s about bringing stimulating,
entertaining and challenging contemporary works to
Sydney for theatregoers to enjoy.The eleventh season
kicked off last week, with US playwright Catherine
Trieschmann’s Crooked leading the charge. Set in Oxford,
Mississippi, Crooked is a complex story that explores
the ideas of faith and religion, mental illness, sexual
awakening and the complexities of mother-daughter
relationships. It centres around 14-year-old Laney, whose
hunched back is as twisted as her wild imagination, her
recently-divorced and free-thinking mother, and Laney’s
new-found friend, Maribel, a naive 16-year-old born-again
Christian who uses religion as a refuge from reality.The
themes are compelling, however I felt the characters
were underdeveloped and the execution of the story
lacked sophistication. It all felt a little too hurried, and
the end came so suddenly that it almost felt as though
the house lights had been switched on too early.This
may have been Trieschmann’s way of trying to emulate
the abruptness we face in life, however I left the theatre

feeling like someone had torn the last few pages out of
an intriguing book.This being said, the three actresses
who starred each performed well, and while I didn’t
love the actual play, it did provide plenty of good laughs
and it was genuinely thought-provoking. On the bill this
week is the world premiere of Sam Atwell’s The Chekhov
Team. Set in a Brisbane share house, with the works of
Chekhov as a background, it follows four students as they
search for meaning in a world where truth is becoming
increasingly difficult to define.Week three will feature
Rosane McNamara’s The Big One. Part docu-drama,
part-thriller, this provocative play exposes what really
happened behind the scenes after an Exxon tanker spilled
crude oil off the coast of Alaska in 1989.With the current
BP catastrophe, never has there been a more appropriate
time to stage this play.The mini-season will wrap up with
a double bill, made up of John Clancy’s Fatboy, a satire
on America’s insatiable hunger for everything, and Falk
Richter’s Electronic City, a kooky neo-romantic fantasy
for the 21st century about life as reality television.The
New Theatre program promises,“wild, witty, dangerous,
confronting, smart, and outrageously funny plays.” So be
adventurous and take a step into New Directions.
Until Aug 7, New Theatre, 542 King Street,
Newtown, $22-70, 1300306776,
mca-tix.com.au

GIG: SALLY SELTMANN
by Nell Greco
“I’ve got such a good job, I love my job.” Sally Seltmann tells me
she was counting her lucky stars, the day she was filmed the video
clip of Harmony to my Heartbeat. The clip set in a homely backyard, and is of a barbeque and Seltmann recounts with a smile
on her face, “It was friends of mine and friends of the director
[Antuong Nguyen].” It’s more than luck for Seltmann. Formerly
known as New Buffalo, Heart That’s Pounding is the first album
Seltmann has released under her own name. “It was time for me
to stop hiding behind a stage name, and just be myself”, she says,
“When I stared New Buffalo I had this feeling of really wanting to
prove myself.” That she did. New Buffalo recorded and performed
as a one-woman band but Seltmann has since found new confidence in her music writing. So, three albums and one international
hit (1, 2, 3, 4 which she gave to Feist) later she’s heading out with
a band. The release of Heart That’s Pounding has already resulted
in two US tours but Seltmann is keen to head out on tour in
Australia, “I feel like I’ve put more of an effort into thinking about
the whole live show and I’m really excited about it.”
Jul 23, 8pm, with Parades& Kyu, Oxford Art Factory,
38-46 Oxford St Darlinghurst, $23, moshtix.com.au
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by Nell Greco

CABARET:
MRS BANG
THEATRE &
PERFORMANCE
Dirty Butterfly
Dirty Butterfly is about three
London neighbours who share an
uncomfortable intimacy through the
paper-thin walls of their tenement
housing. It’s a bruising experience
for the audience, however its
themes stay with you. (ABo)
Until 1 Aug.
Belvoir St Downstairs Theatre,
25 Belvoir St, Surry Hills. $20-$32,
9699 3444, www.belvoir.com.au
A Couple of Poor, PolishSpeaking Romanians
(see full review)
Until 7 Aug.
Newtown Theatre, Cnr King and
Bray Streets, Newtown. $10-$30.
8507 3034,
www.newtowntheatre.com.au
Measure for Measure
In this Shakespearean play, a police
state becomes a hotbed of greed,
lust and injustice when a young
man is sentenced to death for
fornication. It is a surprisingly
compelling and sexy story
remarkably acted but perhaps overdirected. (AB)
Until Jul 25.
Belvoir St Upstairs, 25 Belvoir St,
Surry Hills. $35-57.
9699 3444, belvoir.com.au
Like a Fishbone
Like a Fishbone explores the
memorializing of tragedy and
separation of secular from the
sentimental. After a Dunblane-esque
massacre rocks a small community,
a steely-minded architect is enlisted
to erect a commemorative edifice
only to have a bereaved mother
standing in her way. (AB)
Until 7 Aug.
Wharf 1, Sydney Theatre Company,
Hickson Rd,Walsh Bay. $26-45.
8002 4772,
griffintheatre.com.au
Long Day’s Journey into
Night
In a spare, modern set, the past
and present dramas of the Tyrone
family play out over one long night.
This is a subtly coiled production of
Eugene O’Neill’s American realist
classic that never really springs into
action. Standout performances by
Robyn Nevin (as the morphineaddict mother) and William Hurt
(alcoholic father) give it an authentic
twang. (AB)
Until 1 Aug.
Sydney Theatre Company,
Hickson Rd,Walsh Bay. $40-90.
9250 1777, sydneytheatre.com.au
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There’s something irresistible about war-time spoofs
such as sitcoms ‘Allo ‘Allo! or Hogan’s Heroes, due
to the fact that the hilarity comes from the acts of
stupidity of the story’s nemeses. Set in Germany’s
Weimar Republic just before the Third Reich was
established, Mrs Bang is the cabaret comedy with
a very similar premise. Sheridan Harbridge stars as
the seductive Mrs Bang and the winner of Adelaide
Cabaret Festival and Sydney Cabaret Showcase is
warming up her vocal chords for the Edinburgh
Fringe Festival. Mrs Bang has been described as
cabaret that evokes ‘loin-aching seduction’. Frankly, I
find that to be a little awkward and distracting during
a performance in a theatre but you can no doubt
appreciate the lure of such a statement. Harbridge
will also work audiences into a sweaty frenzy with
a little help from a Ukulele and that, ladies and
gentlemen, can be no easy feat.
Jul 22-24, Old Fitzroy Theatre, cnr Cathedral
St& Dowling Sts, Woolloomooloo, $15-25,
1300 438 849, rocksurfers.org

Rommy
“It’s about two crazy sisters
who have been living in a sewer
since they were children,” says
playwright Nick Coyle. And what
of the title? “Rommy is the name
of their god – their made-up god.
He is a moody god.” From the
sound of things, Rommy promises
to be just as surreal and
darkly comical as Coyle’s
past outings, Hammerhead (is
dead) and Simply Fancy. (AB)
Until 7 Aug.
Old Fitzroy Theatre, 129 Darling
St, Woolloomooloo. $17-$25.
(beer, laksa, show), 1300
GETTIX, rocksurfers.org
Talc + Two Gates
Two elusive little plays are opening
at Tap Gallery in a double bill
that Daniela Giorgi, writer and
subtlenuance theatre collective
creator, describes as being united
by their themes of redemption,
last minute saves and snatching
victory from the jaws of defeat.
(AB)
Until 1 Aug.
Tap Gallery, 278 Palmer St,
Darlinghurst. $20-25.
0403 762 212,
subtlenuancetheatre@yahoo.
com.au
Theatre of Blood
Graphic, blood-soaked and over
the top horror was a staple of
the Grand Guignol – a Parisian
theatre that specialised in what
was then considered naturalistic
horror shows in the 19th and
20th centuries. In its second
installment, Newtown Theatre
brings back the tradition to a 21st
century audience who are just as
enthralled by dark tales.
Fridays from 30 Apr. 11pm.
Newtown Theatre, Cnr King and
Bray Streets, Newtown. $15-$19.
8507 3034, newtowntheatre.com.
au
West Side Story
The Australian production of
Broadway hit West Side Story is
vibrant, entertaining and highly
energetic. Leonard Bernstein’s
jazz-based music and Stephen
Sondheim’s lyrics have captivated
audiences since its debut in 1957
and this production will too. (PW)
Until Aug 8,
Lyric Theatre, Star City. $80-130.
1300 795 267, ticketmaster.com.au
Wicked
Long before Toto and Dorothy
turned up, two girls had a
rendezvous in Oz: one beautiful
and popular, the other smart and

fiery but decidedly – well – green.
Wicked follows the girls as they
grow to become Glinda the Good
Witch and the Wicked Witch of
the West, with appropriate dashes
of wit and warmth.
Until 12 Sep.
Capitol Theatre, 13 Campbell St,
Haymarket. $69.90-$134.90.
1300 723 038,
wickedthemusical.com.au,
ticketmaster.com.au
Wrong Prom
This is a performance with
the ultimate twist – you are
the performer. Learn dance
moves from professional dance
instructors from films like
Flashdance, Blues Brothers, Grease
and Chicago then let your hair
down as you would in a club. Sip
on cocktails and re-enact those
hairbrush to face dance routines
that you practice in front of the
mirror on those lonely Friday
nights.
Until 25 Aug. 7.30pm.
CarriageWorks, 245 Wilson St,
Eveleigh. $15-$18. 1300 723 038,
carriageworks.com.au

FOR THE KIDS
Biennale of Sydney at
Cockatoo Island
It was a prison and a shipyard but
the Cockatoo Island has once
again been transformed into a
massive floating art exhibition with
the 17th Biennale of Sydney. Pack a
picnic and spend the day with the
kids as you explore the nooks and
crannies of this historical location.
Until 1 Aug.
cockatooisland.gov.au, bos17.com,
biennaleofsydney.com.au
Just Macbeth!
This silly version of Shakespeare’s
epic tragedy is the brainchild
of Andy Griffiths, author of
the children’s book series Just!
Characters from Just! Get lost in a
whimsical world of Macbeth where
gnomes are commonplace and
toilet humour is an integral and
expected part of reality. And why
not? It is Just Macbeth! after all.
Until 31 Jul.
Playhouse, Sydney Opera
House. $28-$35. 9250 7777,
sydneyoperahouse.com
Tinytoreum
The tiny museum figurines
featured are the inspiration
behind the much-loved Shaggy
Gully children’s books by author
Jackie French and illustrator
Bruce Whatley. Join Gunna the

GIG: PERRY KEYES

BY ANGELA BENNETTS
If Sydney were to have a poster-boy, you wouldn’t
immediately think of softly spoken singer-songwriter
Perry Keyes.Yet his songs ranging over the albums
Meter (2005),The Last Ghost Train Home (2007)
and Johnny Ray’s Downtown (2010) sweep up the
ephemera of inner-city living. “I like to sing about
things that help create a sense of community. Like
the old Easter Show, the Speedway; the way these
very simple things helped bring people to a place
where they did things together,” says Keyes.The
Friends series at the Opera House similarly brings
people together – including Dave McCormack and
Tim Freedman – along with archival and current
footage of what Keyes describes as, “The type of
Sydney I seem to mention in my songs.” You’ll see
Luna Park,Wedding Cake Island, and even South
Sydney rugby league captain John Sattler makes an
appearance in The Day John Sattler Broke His Jaw.
goanna and his friends Paul
Platypus, Freddie Flea and Mothball
Wombat as they take you on their
imaginative adventures. Big fun for
the little ones.
Until Feb 2011.
Powerhouse Museum,
10am-5pm daily.
500 Harris St, Ultimo. Free-$25.
9217 0111,
powerhousemuseum.com
Little Big Shots
A weekend of filmtastic fun
awaits all kids and kids at
heart. The event will see the
best of local and international
shorts, animations and
documentaries screened over
a popcorn-filled weekend.
Australian contributions
include The Bake Shop Ghost,
Ralph, Back Stage, Tin Can Heart
and Anna’s Doll. There are also
children’s book adaptations
(Don’t Let the Pigeon Drive the
Bus, Lost and Found) and it’s
special powers galore with
superhero treats Barton the
Ghost Catcher, Adam Avenger
and Dedh Footiya. Throw in a
little animation mania (Fletcher,
Brunswick Browns, Pim and Pom)
and voila, the perfect kids film
festival!
7 & 8 Aug.
Playhouse, Sydney Opera
House. $16. 9250 7777,
sydneyoperahouse.com

comedy
Thursday 22 Jul
Heavy Weights of Ha Ha – Sydney
Comedy Store ($10-$30)
A Mic in Hand – Friend in Hand
Hotel ($8-$10)
MC, Matt Elsbury, Dave Williams –
Laugh Garage ($12-$27)
Wilful Misconduct:Wil Anderson –
Sydney Comedy Store ($10-$30)

Sattler himself sat in a performance of the ditty,
“He was really sweet about it!” says Keyes. It’s
particularly a Sydney of Keyes’ youth – born and
bred in Redfern, Keyes now lives in Waterloo. It’s an
area that has witnessed a lot of change over the past
few decades. “In a way it’s a lot more sophisticated
the way people interact with each other [now],”
says Keyes, “but at the same time there has been
something lost.There was less suspicion and fear.”
But when asked if Sydney is his muse, Keyes demurs.
“I tend to place myself in a certain geography, but
that’s just what I know the most. If I was going to
mention the name of a street, I’d rather use a real
name. My songs come more from a sense of classconsciousness, it’s more the type of people I write
about.” Finally, someone to tell the story of Sydney,
its citizens and streets alike.
Jul 24-25, The Studio @ Sydney
Opera House, $19-49, 9250 7777,
sydneyoperahouse.com

Friday 23 Jul
Bill Bailey – State Theatre ($79.90)
(sold out)
Comedy Court: Donte D1, Michele
Betts,Tony D’Amore, Henry Bird –
Star Bar ($15)
Heavy Weights of Ha Ha – Sydney
Comedy Store ($10-$30)
MC, Matt Elsbury, Dave Williams –
Laugh Garage ($12-$27)
Wilful Misconduct:Wil Anderson –
Sydney Comedy Store ($10-$30)
Saturday 24 Jul
Bill Bailey – State Theatre ($79.90)
(sold out)
Heavy Weights of Ha Ha – Sydney
Comedy Store ($10-$30)
MC, Matt Elsbury, Dave Williams –
Laugh Garage ($12-$27)
Wilful Misconduct:Wil Anderson –
Sydney Comedy Store ($10-$30)
Sunday 25 Jul
Bill Bailey – State Theatre ($79.90)
(sold out)
A Nifty History of Evil: John
Robertson – Sydney Comedy Store
($10-$30)
Wilful Misconduct:Wil Anderson –
Sydney Comedy Store ($10-$30)
Monday 26 Jul
Bill Bailey – State Theatre ($79.90)
Tuesday 27 Jul
Michael Kosta – Sydney Comedy
Store ($10-$30)
Wednesday 28 Jul
Comedy on the Rox: Chris Radburn,
James Rochford, Billy Freeman – The
Roxbury Hotel ($12-$15)
Michael Kosta – Sydney Comedy
Store ($10-$30)
Open Mic Variety Night – Laugh
Garage ($12-$27)
Thursday 29 Jul
A Mic in Hand – Friend in Hand
Hotel ($8-$10)
Matt Wakefield, Sam Bowring, Garry
Who – Laugh Garage ($12-$27)
Michael Kosta – Sydney Comedy
Store ($10-$30)
Friday 30 Jul
Matt Wakefield, Sam Bowring, Garry

Who – Laugh Garage ($12-$27)
Michael Kosta – Sydney Comedy
Store ($10-$30)\
Saturday 31 Jul
Alex & Eve – The Factory Theatre
($23-$29)
Matt Wakefield, Sam Bowring, Garry
Who – Laugh Garage ($12-$27)
Michael Kosta – Sydney Comedy
Store ($10-$30)
Sunday 1 Aug
Michael Kosta – Sydney Comedy
Store ($10-$30)

GALLERIES & MUSEUMS
Art Gallery Of New South
Wales
Alfred Steiglitz:The Lake George Years
until 5 Sep
Art + Soul from 28 Aug
17th Biennale of Sydney until 1 Aug
Dadang Christanto:They Give Evidence
2010 until 25 Jul
The Dreamers until 15 Aug
Paths to Abstraction until 19 Sep
Victorian Visions until 29 Aug
10am-5pm, 7 days a week. Art After
Hours – every Wed until 9pm.
Art Gallery Rd,The Domain, Sydney.
9225 1744, artgallery.nsw.gov.au
Aquabumps Gallery
Surf Photography permanent
Tue – Sat. 10am to 6pm.
151 Curlewis Street, Bondi Beach.
9130 7788, aquabumps.com
Australian Centre for
Photography
The Birthday Suit until 28 Aug
Robyn Beeche: London Calling until
28 Aug
Zeitgeist Becomes Form: German
Fashion Photography 1945 – 1995
until 28 Aug
Tue – Fri 12pm–7pm,
Sat & Sun 10am–6pm.
257 Oxford St, Paddington.
9332 1455, acp.org.au
The Australian Museum
Birds Exhibition permanent
Dinosaurs permanent
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Indigenous Australians permanent
Museum Mummy permanent
Planet of Minerals permanent
Surviving Australia permanent
Skeletons permanent
Mon – Wed 6am-10pm, Thur – Fri
6am-11pm, Sat – Sun 8am-11pm.
70 Riley St, East Sydney. 9361 4613,
austmus.gov.au
Australian National
Maritime Museum
Australia-America permanent
Eora First People permanent
Navigators permanent
Navy permanent
Sea Journeys permanent
Watermarks permanent
9.30am-5pm daily.
2 Murray St, Darling Harbour.
9298 3777, anmm.gov.au
Bondi Pavilion Gallery
Gift by the Sea until 1 Aug
Mon-Sun 10am-5pm.
Bondi Pavilion Gallery, Queen
Elizabeth Dr, Bondi Beach.
8362 3400,
www.waverley.nsw.gov.au
Breenspace
Beata Geyer until 14 Aug
Dani Marti until 14 Aug
Tue – Sat 11am-6pm.
289 Young St,Waterloo. 9690 0555,
breenspace.com
Blender Gallery
DYLAN – Bringing It All Back Home
until 3 Aug
Tue – Sat 10am-6pm.
16 Elizabeth St, Paddington.
9380 7080, www.blender.com.au
Craft NSW
Riches of the Earth until 26 Jul
Mon – Sun, 9.30am-5.30pm.
Craft NSW, 104 George St.
9241 5825, artsandcraftsnsw.com.au
Global Gallery
Portal until 1 Aug
Wed – Sat 11am–6pm,
Sun 12pm–4pm.
5 Comber St, Paddington. 9360 5728,
www.globalgallery.com.au
Harrison Galleries
Adam Hill: Caste-ing Call until 29 Jul
Andrew Baines 31 Jul – 19 Aug
Tue – Fri 10am-6pm,
Sat 10am-5pm.
294 Glenmore Rd, Paddington.
9380 7100,
www.harrisongalleries.com.au
Justice & Police Museum
Sin City from 1 May
Mon – Fri 10am-5pm, daily in school
holidays.
Cnr Phillip & Albert St, Circular
Quay. 9252 1144, hht.net.au
Macleay Museum
Macleay Reworked permanent
Mon – Fri 10am-4.30pm,
Sun 12pm-4pm.
Gosper Ln, near the Footbridge St
entrance to the University of Sydney.
9036 5253
MOP Galleries
Sara Goffman: Big in Japan 2009 until
25 Jul
The J Balbi/E Pulie Collection
until 25 Jul
Teo Treloar:The Science until 25 Jul
Thur – Sat 1pm-6pm,
Sun & Mon 1pm-5pm.
2/39 Abercrombie St, Chippendale.
9699 3955,
www.mop.org.au
Museum of Contemporary
Art
We Call Them Pirates Out Here until
29 Aug
17th Biennale of Sydney:The Beauty
of Distance (Songs of Survival in a
Precarious Age) until 1 Aug
10am-5pm daily.
140 George St,The Rocks.
9245 2400, mca.com.au
Museum of Sydney
Skint! Making do in the Great
Depression until 25 July
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Up the Cross: Rennie Ellis and Wesley
Stacey until 8 Aug
9.30am-5pm daily.
37 Phillip St, Sydney. 9251 5988,
hht.net.au
Nicholson Museum
Charles Nicholson: Man and Museum
until Dec 2010
Classical Fantasies:The Age of Beauty
until Dec 2010
Mon – Fri 10am-4.30pm,
Sun 12pm-4pm.
Southern entrance to the
Quadrangle,The University of Sydney.
usyd.edu.au/museums
NG Art Gallery
Tracy Luff: Slowly Quietly Slowly until
31 Jul
Tue – Fri 11am-10pm, Sat 9am-10pm.
Upper level, 3 Little Queen St,
Chippendale. 9318 2992,
ngart.com.au
Powerhouse Museum
The 80s Are Back until late 2010
The Tinytoreum until Feb 2011
Trainspotting:The Powerhouse Museum
Photo Competition until 29 Aug
10am-5pm daily.
500 Harris St, Ultimo. 9217 0111,
powerhousemuseum.com
Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery
Julie Rrap: 360 Degree Portrait until
until 7 Aug
Tue – Fri 10am-6pm, Sat 11am-6pm.
8 Soudan Lane, Paddington.
9331 1919,
www.roslynoxley9.com.au
Stills Gallery
Anne Feran: Lost to Worlds until 15 Aug
Ricky Maynard: Portraits of a Distant
Land until 15 Aug
Sat 11am-6pm.
36 Gosbell St, Paddington. stillsgallery.
com.au
White Rabbit Gallery
The Tao of Now until 30 Jul
Thu – Sun 10am-6pm.
30 Balfour Street Chippendale.
8399 2867, whiterabbitcollection.org
Wilson Street Gallery
Anne Judell: New Works until 1 Aug
Robyn Gordon: Synecdoche until 4 Jul
Wed – Sun 11am–6pm.
30-34 Wilson St, Newtown.
9516 3144,
www.wilsonstreetgallery.com.au

filmmakers. Here’s your chance to
make the next big digital feature film.
You won’t need to dig deep to enter,
just a story worth telling and a good
dose of passion in the tradition of
great filmmaking will do. Films must
be at least 70 minutes long and
independently funded.
Applications close 5pm, 17 Sep.
spaa.org.au
Farmers Markets at Taylor
Square
Better known for the infamous
Mardi Gras parade and numerous
bars and clubs,Taylor Square is
more party central and than detox
centre but all of that is changing.
The Sydney Sustainable Markets play
host to weekly farmers markets for
your grocery needs. Support our
local farmers and buy local produce.
Every Sat until 7 Aug. 8am-1pm.
Taylor Square, Darlinghurst.
Late Night Shopping at
Bondi
Better known for its sun, sand,
sea and surf, tourists flock to our
iconic beach in summer, leaving
local businesses to suffer in winter.
With “Wicked Wednesdays”, you
can buy yourself a little midweek
treat and explore vintage stores and
local fashion labels after work on
Wednesdays as retailers keep their
doors open till 9pm.
Every Wed until 11 Aug. Bondi
Beach, Sydney.
Paths to Abstraction 1867
– 1917
Paths to Abstraction explores the
transitional period between the late
19th and early 20th century when
a realistic, “holding a mirror up to
nature” artistic style was replaced
with abstract art.The NSW Art
Gallery has brought together more
than 150 exhibits by the likes of
Picasso, Monet, Cézanne, Derain,
Gauguin, Mondrian, Munch and
Kandinsky amongst others. (See full
preview)
Until 19 Sept.
Art Gallery Of New South Wales,
Art Gallery Rd,The Domain, Sydney.
$5-$20. 9225 1744,
artgallery.nsw.gov.au

TALKS & EVENTS

Paths to Abstraction
Film Series
This is easily one of the best
film series put together by the
NSW Art Gallery in recent
memory. A mix of lesserknown gems from auteurs, a
sprinkle of popular cult films
and intriguing shorts will
have audience coming back
for more every week. Held
in conjunction with the Paths
exhibition (see above), each
film is meant to encapsulate
you in a vacuumed world,
abstract yet complete in
itself. Highlights include Fred
and Ginger classic Swing
Time, Jacques Tati’s Playtime,
Jean-Luc Godard’s Alphaville,
Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space
Odyssey, Ridley Scott’s Alien,
Ingmar Bergman’s Persona,
Michelangelo Antonioni’s BlowUp and Federico Fellini’s 8½
(that was mindlessly butchered
in the musical Nine).
Every Wed 2pm & 7.15pm and
Sun 2pm. Until 19 Sep.
Art Gallery Of New South
Wales, Art Gallery Rd, The
Domain, Sydney. 9225 1744,
artgallery.nsw.gov.au

Back On The Block: The
Music of Michael Jackson &
Quincy Jones
It may have been a year since the
sad passing of Michael Jackson
but his music lives on and on and
on. Relive songs from Off The Wall,
Thriller, Bad and Dangerous in a
night of mad music, dance mayhem
and instrumental brilliance. Rock
with the tunes of Michael Jackson
all night.
24 Jul. 9.30pm.
The Basement, 29 Reiby Place,
Circular Quay. $25. 9251 2797,
thebasement.com.au
Bill Bailey Live
With a deep knowledge of music
and its history, British funny man
Bill Bailey does more than just
perform, he exudes intelligence in
his comedic delivery. Although it is
his colleague and fellow stand-up
Dylan Moran (Black Books) who
packs venues instantaneously in
Australia, Bailey has been building
a cult following of his own and he
may just surpass Dylan’s popularity
with his new show.
23 – 27 Jul.
Sydney State Theatre, 49 Market
St. $79.90. 136 100, 9373 6655,
www.ticketmaster.com.au
DigiSPAA Digital Feature
Film Competition
Calling all Aussie and Kiwi digital

What Makes an
Entrepreneur?
The only other thing siblings Kate
and Dare Jennings share besides

TH E N A K E D C I T Y
By Miss Death, Jay Katz and Coffin Ed
The short lead up to the Federal Election on
August 21 is a bonus for those who shudder at
the usual onslaught of rhetoric and hyperbole
that that often overwhelms the bunfight. On the
other hand it could prove a real handicap for
anybody wanting to mounting a political challenge
outside of the major parties.
It will be interesting to see just how many minority
parties and “outsider” Senate candidates have the
money and time to get their campaign rolling. Of
the current register of political parties only The
Australian Sex Party stands out from the usual and
it’s unlikely any more will muster to join the fray.
If you are thinking of running for the Senate you
probably have only a couple of weeks to register
and cough up for your $1,000 deposit. Inspiration
should come from the fact that if Steve Fielding can
be elected to the Senate (for Family First) then just
anybody can!
The late Screaming Lord Sutch founded the UK’s
Official Monster Raving Loony Party in 1983 and
contested some 40 different national and council
elections.Whilst he never won office he always
attracted attention and that’s what we would like to
see at our own coming elections with the following
list of mildly extreme political parties:
The Snuggie Wearers Travel Free Party:
Anybody wearing a snuggie in public should be
afforded free public transport provided they are
wearing clean underwear.

their surname their passion for
entrepreneurship. One is an awardwinning writer and the other a
millionaire businessman. Will the
real entrepreneur please stand up?
Hear the siblings squabble over
what makes an entrepreneur with
ABC broadcaster James Valentine.
30 Jul. 6.30pm.
The Conservatorium of Music,
University of Sydney, Macquarie
St, Sydney. $15-$20. 9351 7940,
seymourboxoffice.com.au

FESTIVALS
The Alpine Winter
Festivals: Bondi
Imagine the sea breeze in your hair
as you glide across an outdoor
ice skating rink with the waves
of Bondi Beach still in your view.
The beach will be transformed
into Bondi Bergstation with open
fire places and a funky little bar
to warm up with a glass of mulled
wine and hearty winter meals.
Make a cuddly day of it with family,
friends and lovers.
16 – 25 Jul. Bondi Beach. $18-$75.
sydney.winterfestival.com.au
Biennale of Sydney
The Beauty of Distance
– Songs of Survival in a
Precarious Age
With half of its 166 artists being
Australian, the 17th Biennale of
Sydney has given our local talent
a fantastic platform to show off
their creativity alongside their
International peers. In addition to
an exciting line-up at Cockatoo
Island, explore the beauty of
different cultures at various
locations around Sydney including
experimental performance based
events at Artspace (see below).
Until 1 Aug.Various Locations.
biennaleofsydney.com.au
Rug Trip Short Film Festival
This is a magic carpet ride around
the world replete with live music,
cultural performances and fantastic

The Tony Abbott For Pope Party: Let’s
remove the curse of celibacy from the Catholic
Church and have Speedos declared official
ecclesiastical gear.
The Hey Hey It’s Not Saturday Party:
An alliance of progressive TV viewers who
support the election of Darryl Somers to the
Senate to deploy his talents elsewhere - anywhere
in fact!
Paul The Octopus Party: Paul the Octopus
got it right during the World Cup and his casting
vote could be crucial in the predicted hung Senate.
Australians For A New Constitutional
Monarchy: Not for Australia but for The Hutt
River Provence where those still enamoured of
all things royal would be exiled to spend their
remaining days knighted and in the company of
Prince Leonard and his flock.
The National Gun But No Ammunition
Party: Bring back sabre rattling as shooters are
allowed any kind of automatic weapon but denied
the necessary ammo.
The Party Like It’s 1999 Party: Not just
for Prince fans but for anybody who would like to
relive their aspirations (albeit now dashed) for the
New Millennium.
And finally - here at the Naked City we are happy
to accept the decision of the Australian people
and in the true spirit of democracy respect
whoever is elected as leader of the country on
Saturday 21 August - just as long as it’s not Tony
Abbott!

short films. All proceeds go to
Carpets for Community, a charity
organisation that employs women
from the very poor town of Poi Pet
in Cambodia who create handmade
carpets to support their families. It’s
that easy to make a difference.
21 Jul.
Chauvel Cinema. Paddington
Town Hall, Cnr Oxford St &
Oatley Rd, Paddington. $20-$25.
9361 5398, chauvelcinema.net.au,
carpetsforcommunities.org
Mardi Gras 2011
Mardi Gras this year was
condemned for being more glitter
and costume than equal rights. So
the public has now been given a
platform to voice their opinions in
an effort to improve the next. On
top of making this a more inclusive
experience for all, the organisers
are giving away a ticket a day to a
fan on their Facebook page.
Until 21 Jul. newmardigrasltd.
createsend3.com, facebook.com/
gaymardigras
Parklife 2010
Yep, we are already planning for
summer. And what better way to
welcome sunblock season than
with a huge outdoor music festival
that’s celebrating its 10th birthday.
This year’s line-up includes Groove
Armada, Missy Elliott, Soulwax, Kele,
Cut Copy, Midnight Juggernauts,
Darwin Deez, The Wombats and
Mix Master Mike amongst many
others.  Tickets are now on sale.
3 Oct. Moore Park.
parklife.com.au, fuzzy.com.au
The Rocks Aroma Festival
Every once in a while, you gotta
stop and smell the coffee. Lovers
of hot chocolate, coffee, tea,
pastries, spice and all things nice
will be treated to a day of taste
exploration with from Europe
(The Continent), Middle East
(The Oasis), Latin America (Latin
Quarter) and the Far East (The
Orient).
25 Jul. 10am-5pm. The Rocks. Free.

9240 8500, therocks.com
SuperDeluxe@Artspace:
PechaKucha Nights
Founded in 2003 by Tokyobased architects Astrid Klein
and Mark Dytham, PechaKucha
onomatopoeically meaning ‘chit chat’
in Japanese is a casual gathering of
people where ideas are shared.To
keep things moving, each presenter
has to express their vision with 20
slides, each in the limelight for 20
seconds.
Every Thurs. Until 1 August. 7.30pm.
Artspace,The Gunnery Building,
43-51 Cowper Wharf Rd,
Woolloomooloo. 9356 0555,
superdeluxe-artspace.com.au,
bos17.com
Sizzle
Sunday afternoon bowls
with an innovative touch.
Ensemble Offspring known
to combine classical music
with contemporary beats is
bringing together a day of
alternative entertainment in a
familiar setting. They’ve had a
great response to their sizzling
shows at the Waverly and
Petersham bowlos so don’t
miss out their last installment
at Camperdown. With a string
quartet (Noise), spoken word
from Eleanor Knox, violinist
and curator Veronique Seet in
charge, this is a jazzy bowlo
you just have to be at to
believe. Music, arts and bowls,
what more can an Aussie ask
for on a Sunday?
1 Aug. 4pm.
Camperdown Bowling Club,
Mallett St, Camperdown.
$10-$15. 9519 7961,
ensembleoffspring.com
Underbelly Arts
Ten days of morning sickness,
frustrations, cravings, mood swings
and weight gain later, a masterpiece
is born. Instead of just marveling at

Music

CD Reviews
chris@alternativemediagroup.com

DOM MARIANI - REWIND
AND PLAY
Dom Mariani, a seasoned songwriter
and singer for seminal Aussie psychpop legends The Stems, steps forward
in the midst of his second age to
recount his songwriting career with
a collection of stripped-back versions
of songs from his catalogue. Normally
alarm bells would ring here - aging
rocker goes acoustic for a greatest
hits play-list - but this is different.
Firstly, it should be pointed out that
Mariani wrote some genuinely great
songs - songs that shine through as
true pop statements, regardless of
the format in which they’re played.
And Mariani has not decided to opt
for a super-clean, adult contemporary approach to performing these
semi-acoustic numbers. Instead he’s
recruited a band of close friends
and perform the songs in a relaxed,
rough-hewn way that feels at keel
with the garage leanings of the Stems.
Highlights here are Melt, a particularly
weary and bittersweet rendition of
the Them classic Here Comes The
Night, and of course, the 12-string-laden power-pop heart-breaker At First
Sight, which, like Big Star’s September
Gurls, never fails to raise a flutter in
the chest. Great stuff. (AR)

LOS LOBOS - TIN CAN
TRUST
It’s fair to say that over the course
of 14 albums, fleeting chart success,
and countless record companies, Los
Lobos would put more trust in a tin
can than anyone in the music industry.
Like the fellow in the title song who is
making ends meet collecting tin cans
and bottles, Los Lobos have cobbled
together a career doing what needs
to be done - from the 80’s success of
their cover of La Bamba to fine cinematic work on Desperado and regular
touring - and the current climate
means that many more people are
relating to their words here then ever
before. Musically Los Lobos continue
their classic LA melting pot mix, able
to adroitly take from Tex-Mex, rock,
Spanish, blues, country and folk as they
please and blend it all seamlessly. Proving that if you hang in their, your time
will come again (and again), Los Lobos
have produced a timely album both in
terms of sound and content.That Los
Lobos came from the streets, have returned their regularly, and continue to
survive, should be inspiration enough
for all. (CP)

KEVIN WELCH - PATCH OF
BLUE SKY
We will forgive an album cover that
reminds us of Tom Cruise circa Top
Gun, and we will forgive it because
Kevin Welch has been around
long enough to earn that sort of
forgiveness. A favourite in Australia
for work with Keiran Kane and also
The Flood, it has been nine years
since Welch’s last solo album, so the
weight of expectation from fans is
high, and Welch doesn’t disappoint
the faithful. Patch of Blue Sky doesn’t
reinvent the wheel, it just keeps it
smoothly rolling along. Welch is a
consummate songwriter who can
make valid references to Dante,
Rasputin and Plato in the same
song - Come a Rain - as Hendrix, Elvis
and Bukowski all while sounding as
comfortable as a pair of old cowboy
boots. Having been in demand across
the globe by other artists, Welch
shows why with his simple and warm
production is a perfect pairing with
his intimate and open songwriting. As
bluesy as it is country, Patch of Blue
Sky is an honest, unashamed album
that has no pretence, and frankly,
doesn’t care what you think about
it, not that we would ever be disappointed. (CP)

PRINCESS ONE POINT FIVE WHAT DOESN’T KILL YOU
Melbourne (almost?) duo Princess One
Point Five are releasing their fourth
full-length studio album, which may
come as a surprise to casual observers
of their career. Sarah-Jane Wentski’s
voice gently hovers like a bee over the
broiled soundscapes of Richard Andrew
(Underground Lovers, Crow), occasionally reaching climactic guitar crescendos
or fuzzy walls of white noise amid the
folky melodies.There is something
punky in their sound; what these two
do with their instruments seems to
reach beyond the horizon of plain singsong - they are attempting to crosspollinate elements of house, British
rock, experimental folk and classic soul
songwriting, and the effect is impressive.
There are a few Clannad-style synthesized soundscapes, the tortured waltz
of I’m Not Ready, and the album’s best
track Suit Yourself, a midnight dreamer of
a track, a piano-driven song that smacks
pleasantly of Massive Attack’s Protection.
There are peaks and troughs here,
no mistake - but these guys are onto
something interesting, and refreshingly
un-trendy. (AR)

Want to write album reviews? Send examples to
chris@alternativemediagroup.com

what ’ s o n
the finished product at an art gallery,
witness the tumultuous process of
art in the making.These 15 projects
by 100 artists then come alive at the
ticketed Underbelly Arts Festival on
the final day.
Until 17 Jul.Various Locations.
0410 748 039, underbellyarts.com.au
Winterland
Barbeques and beers on the beach.
Sure our Christmases are enviable
but that doesn’t mean we have to
freeze our behinds off in July. Enter
Winterland, a European-style festival
right here in Sydney.With an indoor
ice-skating rink and food stalls
serving up winter favourites, we can
truly celebrate our winters without
brushing it off as an inconvenience
before our beloved summers.
Until 31 Jul.
Carriageworks, 245 Wilson St,
Eveleigh. 8571 9099, 1300 723 038,
carriageworks.com.au,
ticketmaster.com.au

LIVE MUSIC
Thursday 22 Jul
Basic – 202 Broadway (free)
Entropic – Macquarie Hotel (free)
G3 – Marble Bar (free)
Golden Staph, Peewee – Oxford Art
Factory (free)
The Holy Soul:The Stabs,The Maladies,
Whipped Cream Chargers – Oxford
Art Factory ($12.80)
Hot Damn!: Sienna Skies,The Storm
Picturesque, I The Hunter, Of Whispers,
Hot Damn DJs – Spectrum ($10$12)
Johnathon Devoy – Sandringham
Hotel (free)
King Tide – Beach Road Hotel (free)
Latin Night – 505 ($10-$15)
Lucie Thorne, Hamish Stuart,The
Millers Tale,The Rescue Ships – Notes
Live ($18.90)
Midnight Youth,Tales in Space, Nick
Van Breda – Sandringham Hotel
($10-$12)
Biennale of Sydney: SuperDeluxe/
PechaKucha with FBi DJs – Artspace
Visual (free)
Teenage Kicks – The World Bar, Kings
Cross (free)
Friday 23 Jul
Ben Winkelman Trio – 505 ($10-$15)
Brown Sugar – Marble Bar (free)
Dust Tones: Ozi Batla,The
Last Kinection, DJ Ology,
Shantanwantanichiban –Beach Road
Hotel (free)
Fabulous Diamonds, Naked on the
Vague, Southern Comfort – Spectrum
($12)
Gostelradio,The Jewel & the Falcon,
Sleep Debt, Guineafowl –Oxford Art
Factory (free)
La Discoteca: 16 Tacos – The World
Bar 9$15)
MUM: Boys Boys Boys! – The World
Bar ($10-%15)
Purple Sneakers – Gladstone Hotel
($12)
The Rock and Roll Revolution – Metro
Theatre ($50)
Sally Seltmann, Parades, Kyu – Oxford
Art Factory ($20)
Silent Alarm – Spectrum ($5)
Biennale of Sydney: SuperDeluxe \with
Hair Stylistics & Robin Fox –
Artspace Visual Arts Centre (free)
Violent Soho, Scul Hazzards, Butcher
Birds,The Little Lovers –
Annandale Hotel ($15- $25)
Saturday 24 Jul
Alberta Cross – Annandale Hotel
($38.50)
Back On The Block:The Music of
Michael Jackson & Quincy Jones –
The Basement ($25) (see HOT TIX)
Black Cherry,The Snowdroppers,The
Rumjacks,The Go Go Haunters,The
Licks,Tank, Lux St Sin, Briana Bluebell,
DJ Toz Riot, Frazer, Ruby Riot, CeeCee,

Nathan Deviant – The Factory
Theatre ($15)
Celadore,The Decorated Generals –
Oxford Art Factory (free)
House Cabaret:The Friends Series with
Perry Keyes – Sydney Opera House
($29- $49)
Grizzly Bear, Here We Go Magic –
Enmore Theatre ($60.50- $72)
Gyan,Tanya Sparke – Notes Live
($25)
Jamrock: Nick Toth, Joe – 202
Broadway ($7-$15)
Kasabian – Hordern Pavilion
($79.15)
Kontrast, Simon Caldwell, Joey Kaz, Joey
Tupaea, Even, Shepz,Tim Redmond –
Melt Bar ($15-$20)
P*A*S*H, Goldfoot, DJ Knife –
Spectrum ($10)
Radio City Cats – Marble Bar (free)
Secret Saturdays: Johnny B – The Gaff
(free)
Spit Syndicate – Gaelic Theatre ($15)
Biennale of Sydney: SuperDeluxe with
Rice Corpse – Artspace Visual Arts
Centre (free)
Tice & Evans, Kaki – Sandringham
Hotel (free)
Wham! – The World Bar ($15-$20)
Sunday 25 Jul
House Cabaret:The Friends Series with
Perry Keyes – Sydney Opera House
($29-$49)
Grizzly Bear, Here We Go Magic –
Enmore Theatre ($60.50- $72)
The House of Blues: Matt Black & the
Phat Cats – Town Hall Hotel (free)
Peter Cousens, Anne-Maree McDonald
– City Recital Hall ($27.50)
Radio Social – The World Bar (free)
Rockin the Kasbah – The Gaff,
Darlinghurst (free)
Samba Groove – Beach Road Hotel
(free)
Biennale of Sydney: SuperDeluxe with
Tetuzi Akayama – Artspace Visual
Arts Centre (free)
True Wife Confessions in Newtown:
Mindy Sotiri, Genevieve Maynard, Blazey
Best – Sandringham Hotel ($10)
Monday 26 Jul
Ambre Hammond, James Muller – 505
($10)
LCD Soundsystem, Hot Chip, Canyons –
Hordern Pavilion ($85)
Unherd Open Mic – Sandringham
Hotel (free)
Tuesday 27 Jul
Casablanca Nights Chritsmas in July –
Notes Live ($21.50)
Eva McGowan, Gilbert Whyte – The
Basement ($15-$63.80)
Marcello Maio Trio,The Tim Bruer
Quartet – 505 ($8-$10)
Mitchell Anderson Band –
Sandringham Hotel (free)
Scissor Sisters – The Big Top at Luna
Park ($89.90)
Tales in Space – Beach Road Hotel
(free)
The Temper Trap,The Joy Formidable
– Hordern Pavilion ($59-$70.35)
(sold out)
Wednesday 28 Jul
Foals – Manning Bar (sold out)
Fur Burka – Sandringham Hotel
(free)
Guy Strazz – 505 Club ($10)
House Cabaret: Saligia,Tim Rogers,
Xani Kolac, Ben Franz, Iain Grandage,
Ian Kitney, Shane O’Mara, Melanie
Robinson – Sydney Opera House
($29-$59)
Jager Uprising: Broadway Mile, Satellite,
Drop Tank,The Dead Rabbits –
Annandale Hotel ($8)
The Joy Formidable, Jinga Safari,Temper
Trap DJs – Beach Road Hotel (free)
Shane Howard – The Basement
($25-$73)
Taylor, David McCormack, Luke
Robinson, Frankie – The Vanguard
($15-$20)
Wednesdays at 202 – 202 Broadway
(free)

Winterbeatz: Ne-Yo,T-Pain, Phinesse,
Nino Brown, Big Boi, Fatman Scoop –
Sydney Acer Arena
Yeasayer – Metro Theatre ($45)
(sold out)
Thursday 29 Jul
Band of Horses, Mike Noga & the
Gentlemen of Fortune – Enmore
Theatre
($61.50)
Bandaluzia Flamenco – The Vanguard
($20-$23)
Basic – 202 Broadway (free)
Beautifully Mad – The Basement
($20-$25)
Biennale of Sydney: SuperDeluxe/
PechaKucha with FBi DJs – Artspace
Visual (free)
Bridie O’Brien – Sandringham Hotel
($10)
Dusty the Concert: Deni Hines,Tamsin
Carroll – Notes Live ($45)
Goldfrapp – The Big Top at Luna Park
($89.90)
HELLYEAH – Metro Theatre ($67.30)
Hot Damn! – Spectrum ($10-$12)
House Cabaret: Saligia,Tim Rogers,
Xani Kolac, Ben Franz, Iain Grandage,
Ian Kitney, Shane O’Mara, Melanie
Robinson – Sydney Opera House
($29-$59)
Johnathon Devoy – Sandringham
Hotel (free)
King Tide – Beach Road Hotel (free)
Latin Night – 505 ($10-$15)
The Strokes – Hordern Pavilion
($94.90) (sold out)
Teenage Kicks – The World Bar, Kings
Cross (free)
Friday 30 Jul
Adalita – The Vanguard ($15)
Baecastuff – 505 ($10-$15)
Biennale of Sydney: SuperDeluxe with
Takenteru Kudo,Tetsu Saito, Rosie
Dennis – Artspace Visual (free)
Brown Sugar – Marble Bar (free)
Corpus – Sandringham Hotel ($10)
Dust Tones:The Optimen, Undertow,
Gabriel Clouston, edseven – Beach
Road Hotel (free)
Guineafowl – Oxford Art Factory
(free)
House Cabaret: Saligia,Tim Rogers,
Xani Kolac, Ben Franz, Iain Grandage,
Ian Kitney, Shane O’Mara, Melanie
Robinson – Sydney Opera House
($29-$59)
La Discoteca: 16 Tacos – The World
Bar ($15)
Lazy Susan – Notes Live ($14.30)
Liquid Music Digital Launch Party –
Annandale Hotel ($25)
The Magic Numbers, Cloud Control –
Metro Theatre ($55)
Purple Sneakers – Gladstone Hotel
($12)
Thirty Seconds to Mars,The Art –
Hordern Pavilion ($67.05)
Saturday 31 Jul
The Arrebato Ensemble – 505 ($10$15)
The Bondi Wave – Bondi Pavilion
Theatre ($5)
Biennale of Sydney: SuperDeluxe with
Lawrence English – Artspace Visual
Arts Centre (free)
Brazillian Funk Affair with the I Like it
Like That Orchestra – The Basement
($23-$28)
Dave Graney & the Lurid Yellow Mist,
Tiffany Eckhardt, Dave Steel – Notes
Live ($30)
Double Dragon, Dead China Doll,
Ghoul, Absolute Boys, 57th Street,
Domeyko/Gonzalez, Dark Bells,
Warhorse,Whipped Cream Chargers,
Dominic Talarico,Virgo Rising, Dora
Maar – Oxford Art Factory ($5)
Eclipse Alley Five – Strawberry Hills
Hotel (free)
House Cabaret: Ridin’ High: the Songs
of Cole Porter, Steve Ross – Sydney
Opera House ($39-$69)
House Cabaret: Saligia,Tim Rogers,
Xani Kolac, Ben Franz, Iain Grandage,
Ian Kitney, Shane O’Mara, Melanie

HOT TIX
HotHouse
Move aside politicians and
engineers, the real change
makers are here to do the
job, artists. In a two-day
symposium, international
artists, designers and curators
discuss the utilisation of urban
environments as host to
exhibitions and projects.With
the City of Sydney’s vision for
a 2030 Sustainable Sydney in
mind, HotHouse is a proposal
to “no longer curate art, but
curate spaces”. Is environmental
art the way of the future and is
cultural ecology the new buzz
phrase? Join leaders in the art
community and environmental
research and design in this
symposium cum cocktail event.
27 & 28 Jul.
Utzon Room, Sydney Opera
House. $130-$185.
9250 7777,
sydneyoperahouse.com,
hothouselaunch.unsw.edu.au
BooHoo Film Festival
There aren’t many things you
can buy for $5, so grab these
HOT TIX ASAP for a night of
quality Australian films and your
chance to support our local
talent.The finals of the BooHoo
Film Festival will see three films
go head to head for the chance
to win the coveted BooHoo
filmmaker trophy.Applaud for
local Glebe actor Alice Ansara,
a member of the residents at
the Sydney Theatre Company,
in a silent comedy (The Ballad
of Betty & Joe) that’s bound to
impress over a drink or two.
Other finalists include Tony
Morris’ Robbie and Taylor LittenStrain’s Driven.
26 Jul. 7pm.
The Roxbury Hotel, 182
St Johns Rd, Glebe. $5.
boohoofilms.com.au
Robinson – Sydney Opera House
($29-$59)
School Of Seven Bells – Gaelic
Theatre ($42.900
Jamrock: Nick Toth, Joe – 202
Broadway, Chippendale ($7-$15)
Lungs – Sandringham Hotel ($10)
Midlake, Big Scary – Metro Theatre
($50)
Progfest, Breaking Orbit, Ne Obliviscaris,
Sleepmakeswaves, Shanghai, Pirate, A
Richard Ashcroft & the United Nations
of Sound, Katy Steele – Enmore
Theatre ($73.10)
State of Flux – Annandale ($20)
Tice & Evans, Kaki – Sandringham
Hotel (free)
Wham! – The World Bar ($15-$20)
Sunday 1 Aug
Black Rebel Motorcycle Club – Metro
Theatre ($61.80) (sold out)
The Drums,The Motifs – Oxford Art
Factory ($42)
House Cabaret: An Evening With Steve
Ross – Sydney Opera House ($39$69)
House Cabaret: Songs From the
Middle, Eddie Perfect, Brodsky Quartet,
Australian National Academy of Music
Student Band – Sydney Opera House
($39-$59)
John Kennedy’s 68 Comeback Special –
Annandale Hotel ($12)
Laura Marling,The Maple Trail – The
Factory Theatre ($55)
The Torchsong Country Soul Band –The
Vanguard ($10)
Ziggy & the Wild Drums – Beach
Road Hotel (free)
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GREENBERG

Awkward is the new black, if black is still
the new black. From Kristen Stewart’s
tomboyish stiffness to Michael Cera’s
adorable gawkiness, awkward seems to
translate well in the box office. And Greta
Gerwig and Ben Stiller do their own
brand of awkward to a tee in Greenberg.
The former a 20-something pushover in
ill-fitted clothes that were probably bought
for her 15-year-old body and the latter a
middle-aged narcissist whose new project
is to do nothing except write angry letters
to corporations – both holding on to the
past in fear of the future. This has writer/
director Noah Baumbach’s (The Squid and
the Whale, Margot at the Wedding) signature
ANIMAL KINGDOM During
this grittier than gravel Australian cop
drama, I had to keep pinching myself.
Am I dreaming, or are two impossible
things happening; one, the police are
efficiently doing their jobs; two, I am
enjoying an Australian film. Centring
around a Melbourne crime family and
their inevitable demise, Underbelly
comparisons are unavoidable. But
where Underbelly is mewling kitten,
Animal Kingdom is ferocious lion, jaws
still dripping with blood. (AB)
A PROPHET Grim, gritty, violent,
and almost entirely set in a prison, A
Prophet is by no means a glorification
of crime and neither is it a seat-ofthe-pants action thriller with twists
and turns at every corner.Yet it is
about criminals and it is a thriller, but
within a slow human drama that is as
much about growth and friendship
as it is about organised crime and
power. (MG)
BENEATH HILL 60 Directed
by Jeremy Sims and written by David
Roach, Beneath Hill 60 is the story of
the ‘silent war’ fought between allied
and German forces, underneath the
Western Front. It casts a spotlight
on a little known aspect of Australia’s
involvement in WWI. (AF)
THE BOOK OF ELI, directed by
Allen and Albert Hughes, is the story
of one man’s journey to protect
one of mankind’s most sacred texts.
With powerful ideals and heavyset
references, this film unfortunately
becomes repetitive. (BLR)
THE BOUNTY HUNTER
In this romantic reimagining of
genre classic Midnight Run, a fugitive
reporter (Jennifer Aniston) tries to
allude her bounty hunter ex-husband
(Gerard Butler). Perfunctory plot
aside, this playful offering works when
the leads are given enough space to
chew the scenery. (JH)
BROTHERS A film about love, war,
betrayal, death and family, Brothers is
a deeply emotional film. It doesn’t
set itself on happy endings but with
strong performances and some solid
themes it is still a rather enjoyable
experience. (AG)
CIRQUE DU FREAK: THE
VAMPIRES ASSISTANT,
directed by Paul Weitz, follows
Darren Shan (Chris Massoglia), as
he is recruited, perhaps unwillingly,
into the vampire world by Larten
Crepsley (John C. Reilly) in order to
protect him from the fate that awaits
him.Tossing and turning between
moralities, immortality, love and the
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gloomy meets quirky scribbled all over it,
and his take on the lost souls of Los Angeles
is a welcomed change from the glitz and
plasticity of L.A. that we are bombarded
with in movies, television and reality shows.
Whether or not Baumbach’s awkward will
translate to box office dollars remains a
question mark but this is a must-watch for
those who are not afraid to go on a journey
with an unlikable protagonist. Greenberg
will be remembered as that movie Ben
Stiller played a serious character in, but
really, that’s not such a bad thing. Special
mention goes to Rhys Ifans, whose in-thebackground supporting character is played
to unassuming perfection. (KS)

underworld, this new take on the
vampire ideology brings more than
just teeth to the table. (BLR)
CLASH OF THE TITANS This
action epic remaster of the 1981
story follows Perseus, mortal son of
Zeus, as he embarks on the journey
to stop Hades and his minions
from taking over humanity and the
heavens. Suspend your disbelief and
buckle up for this extreme feast of
visual effects. (AG)
DAYBREAKERS The latest
offering to vampire lovers,
Daybreakers, is set in 2017 where
most of the world’s population have
become vampires and humans have
been farmed virtually to extinction.
The last hope for humanity rests
on the brooding shoulders of Ethan
Hawke. (ABr)
EVERY JACK HAS A JILL
After being dumped by his girlfriend,
Jack heads off to Paris in a bid to
move on; however, the trip becomes
a nightmare when his luggage
disappears. But it won’t be for
nothing as the suitcase ends up with
Chloe, an oddball French woman
who decides, based on its contents
Jack is the man of her dreams. (MP)
EXIT THROUGH THE GIFT
SHOP The hype will have you
believe this is about famed UK
street artist Banksy (Brangelina
bought one of his pieces for £1
million), but in actuality it’s about
how artistic styles can be stolen and
sold. Into street art’s sanctified glass
shop a French bull with a camera
staggers in, threatening to shatter
all they value. Highly recommended.
(AB)
FISH TANK Set amongst the
peeling walls of British housing
estate, violent, erratic adolescent
Mia (Katie Jarvis) finds her life
complicated when her alcoholic
mother brings home a new
boyfriend (Michael Fassbender),
who displays a paternal, borderline
sexual, interest in Mia. But this film
is so much more than a series of
depressing events in the life of a
luckless girl. (LRu)
THE GIRL WITH THE
DRAGON TATTOO Since
this is a Swedish production of a
darker-than-you-expect bestseller, I
had high expectations that it wasn’t
going to be another Da Vinci Code
(shudder). Larsson set the director a
hard task: a film’s length just couldn’t
permit all his minutiae and extreme
detail, which meant the opening and

CREATION Science you say, hell yes!
Creation is the story of Charles Darwin
(Paul Bettany) as he battles with the
ramifications of his theory of evolution,
a theory which, in the eyes of many, is an
attempt to kill God. Set in the years leading
up to the publication of Darwin’s seminal
On The Origin Of Species, it’s your classic bout
between science and religion, with Darwin
and a small band of progressive scientists
taking on the world, and, perhaps more
significantly for Darwin, his staunchly pious
wife (played by Bettany’s real life partner,
Jennifer Connelly). Plagued by illness,
ostracised by society for waging war with
God and haunted by the ghost of his eldest
daughter, Creation is a portrait of a tortured
man. Not quite enough raw science for me,
and the trials and tribulations which Darwin
endures make for a somewhat bleak second
act, but the film has a nice aesthetic and
Bettany and Connelly are very likeable as
the leads. Overall a pleasant couple of hours
in the cinema, though a word to the faithful,
religion does come out at times looking a
bit like a sore loser. (ABr)

closing scenes were unfulfilling and
much of the book was omitted. But
the mid-section was riveting. (RK)
GROWN UPS is the title, but this
lazily conceived and poorly executed
mess is made for a juvenile audience
it can barely conceal its contempt
for. (ABo)
HARRY BROWN Following the
‘last straw’ moments in the life of
widower and former British Marine,
Harry Brown (Michael Caine) this
skirmish of a film is at moments
heart wrenching, and at others, simply
hardcore. Do not miss this film. (AEB)
THE HEDGEHOG Precocious
11-year-old Paloma is filming her
family as a way to expose the
absurdity of their bourgeois lives.
But when Mr Ozu moves into the
building and introduces her to Renee,
the seemingly dowdy and cheerless
concierge, Paloma discovers culture
and passion can be found in the most
unlikely places. (MP)
I, DON GIOVANNI Lorenzo da
Ponte, Giacomo Casanova’s protégé,
is hired by composer Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart to write an opera
about a legendary lothario, ‘Don
Giovanni’. Carlos Saura’s handsome
period piece is slow, but will reward
opera enthusiasts with its extended,
and immaculately staged, opera
sequences. (JH)
I LOVE YOU TOO Every clichéd
character from a bad beer commercial
comes to life in this broad romantic
comedy, written by Peter Hellier. It
won’t offend anyone, however it may
insult your intelligence. (ABo)
INVICTUS South Africa’s new
president, Nelson Mandela, enlists
the Springboks rugby team, abhorred
for evoking the nation’s racist past, to
help reconcile his people. Morgan’s
nuanced portrayal of Mandela is
pitch-perfect, while Clint Eastwood’s
‘no bull’ direction offers heart and
sports spectacle. (JH)
KARATE KID The wax-on, wax-off
scene has been replaced with jacketon, jacket-off; the cutesy Minority
Posterboy Italian to black; Mr Miyagi
for Mr Han; the LA backlots for
Beijing alleyways, and in fact even the
karate has been chopped for kung fu ...
but the guts and glory plotline remains
as strong, the master-apprentice
friendship as sweet. (AB)
KICK-ASS As masked vigilante
Kick-Ass, teenager Dave (Aaron
Johnson) trades blows with the
mafia.Wonderfully depraved, bitingly
funny, yet sweet; Kick-Ass proves that

legitimate superhero films don’t have
to be dour or humourless – they can
also be a helluva lot of fun! (JH)
THE LAST STATION Love,
religion, sexuality and honour play
out in this theatrical tale of Leo
Tolstoy’s last days.The acting is great
across the board but hinges on
stellar performances by Christopher
Plummer (Tolstoy) and Helen Mirren
(his wife of 48 years). (AF)
LETTERS TO JULIET could
perhaps go either way, a concoction
of nostalgia, simplicity, and tenderness
or, stereotypical, corny, and weak. It
goes with the latter. Intrigued after
discovering an unanswered letter
written to Juliet, Sophie (Amanda
Seyfried) meets the author of the
letters Claire (Venessa Redgrave), and
ventures through Tuscany to reunite
her with the long lost Lorenzo. (CM)
THE MEN WHO STARE AT
GOATS Walking through walls
and killing goats by simply starring at
them are just some of the psychic
weapons used by the U.S. Military’s
New Earth Army. Sounds kooky?
Well, it is a kooky kind of a movie
except that it flaunts a dream cast
and is based on a true story. (KS)
MOTHER AND CHILD Forced
to give her daughter up for adoption
at birth, the now socially inept Karen
(Annette Bening) is still dealing with
her grief some 40 years later while,
unbeknownst to her, her controlling,
man-eating daughter Elizabeth (Naomi
Watts) wallows in denial on the
other side of town.The knots slowly
untangle in this intense drama but it’s
well scripted and heart-warming to
consider that human bonding might
be the best remedy. (NG)
MY ONE AND ONLY In what is
more than an average ‘road-trip’ story,
Anne Devereaux whisks her two sons
Robbie and George around America
to find herself a new husband and
unexpectedly finds instead, that she
doesn’t need one. (NG)
NANNY MCPHEE AND THE
BIG BANG When the Green’s
are at risk of losing their family
farm, the magical Nanny McPhee
turns up to help out. So ensues the
tale of Nanny McPhee and the Big
Bang, a solid kids movie enough
straightforward laughs to keep you
watching happily to the end. (LHe)
NOWHERE BOY Sam TaylorWood’s charismatic biopic Nowhere
Boy meditates on John Lennon’s
rollicking teenage years prior to the
genesis of the Beatles. Newcomer

Aaron Johnson gives a spirited
performance, investing the rock and
roll icon with irreverence, pathos
and lad humour. (JH)
PRECIOUS Based on the 1996
novel Push by Harlem poet Sapphire,
Precious is a hard knocks with
heart tale following an illiterate,
overweight and pregnant teenager.
Honeycombed with fantastical
escapism, and straying stylistically
somewhere between Dangerous
Minds and a gritty, heartrending
reality, Precious works best in the
latter. A diamond in the rough. (AB)
PRINCE OF PERSIA Loosely
based on a video game, Prince of
Persia details the adventures of
Dastan, an orphan turned prince
who stumbles upon a magical dagger
capable of rewinding time. This
action extravaganza is not a classic
movie, but is most definitely an
enjoyable one. (AG)
ROCKET SCIENCE Shooting
for the cultish and cool cinematic
constellation populated by Napoleon
Dynamite and The Garden State, Rocket
Science unfortunately flounders
and ends up crashing somewhere
in the boggy, repetitive marshes of
Yawnsville, uncomfortably close to
Why Did They Bother? (AB)
THE RUNAWAYS This keenly
anticipated bio-pic about the
notorious 70s all-girl rock band
headed by Joan Jett was directed
by music video visionary Floria
Sigismondi – and you can tell.While
based on the spill-all tale of leadsinger
Cherie Currie (convincingly played by
Dakota Fanning), The Runaways is sadly
more montage than movie. (AB)
THE SECRET IN THEIR EYES
A retired Argentinean criminal court
investigator recounts his greatest
personal and professional failure – a
murder case still unresolved after 25
years. Director Juan José Campanella’s
utterly captivating film meditates on
obsession, truth and the pursuit of
justice within – and outside of – a
flawed judicial system. (JH)
SEPARATION CITY is in
essence a comedy drama about
romantic relationships in all their
dysfunctionality – from the old shtick
of the wife who finds her philandering
husband in a compromising position
with some blonde bimbo, to the wife
who tells her husband she’s actually
a lesbian.At times predictable, it does
make you think about the high price
of keeping love going, while staying
light and funny. (MG)
SOUL KITCHEN In Soul Kitchen,
a young German restaurateur must
fight to stop a smarmy property
shark from taking over his modest
eatery. Director Fatih Akin’s fun
comedy uses idiosyncratic charm and
earnest character moments to extol
the virtues of love and livelihood. (JH)
TOY STORY 3 Though the
thematic concerns are heavy, the
movie explored them in a painfully
beautiful and profound way, without
skimping out on good old fashion
laughs either. A must watch for diehard fans, 3D buffs and the young at
heart. (AEB)
THE WAITING CITY Ben
(Joel Edgerton) and Fiona (Radha
Mitchell) have travelled to Calcutta
to adopt a little girl, Lakshmi.
The premise for this story of
self-discovery, but the character
stereotypes means it lacks the
poetry or humanism director
McCarthy strives for. (NG)
WELCOME To reunite with
his girlfriend in England, an Iraqi
teenager plots to swim the English
Channel with the reluctant help of a
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cynical French swimming instructor.
Don’t let the washed-out colours
fool you; there’s tenderness in this
rare human experience. (JH)
THE WHITE RIBBON
(GERMAN: DAS WEIßE
BAND) One the eve of World War
I, a German village experiences a
number of bizarre incidents. Using
masterful restraint, Director Michael
Haneke provides a perverse sense
of satisfaction in being continually
strung out by the film’s slew of
titillating enigmas. (JH)
THE WOLFMAN Although
altering from the original story of
the first Wolf Man, this lycanthropic
tale still tries to carry the same level
of horror and haunting sadness that
captivated horror fans worldwide.
A fur clad, fanged, modern day
monster movie. (AEB)
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ARIES (March 21-April
19): Revenge fantasies
would pollute your consciousness.
I advise you to repress them.
Wallowing in resentment would
have an equally deleterious
effect. Don’t you dare give that
emotion a foothold. On the other
hand, fantasies of experiencing
pleasure and joy, even if they’re
escapist illusions, will tonify and
invigorate your awareness. I
recommend that you indulge in
them at great length, unleashing
your imagination to explore
a variety of blissful scenarios
in tremendous detail and with
ingenious flourishes. In fact, as
your part-time soul doctor, I can’t
think of anything else that would
be more beneficial to your physical
and mental health.

b

TAURUS (April 20-May
20): If there were such a
thing as the Queen of Heaven -- a
living Goddess whose presence
both calmed and excited you, a
numinous female magician who
lit up your longing to see life as
it really is -- and if this Queen
of Heaven came to be with you
right now, what would you say?
Would you ask her to help you,
and if so, how? Would you seek
an answer to the most important
question in your life? Would you
spill every secret and tell every
story you’ve ever wanted to share,
and trust that she’d be able to see
the totality of who you really are?
I advise you to do this imaginative
exercise sometime soon. The
time has come for you to receive
a blessing from the highest
expression of feminine power.

C

GEMINI (May 21-June
20): What’s up with your
best friends? I mean, what’s
really going on for them in the
big scheme of things? According
to my astrological intuition, at
least one of your good buddies
is at a turning point in his or
her long-range cycle, and could
really use the deep reflection
and catalytic help that you might
provide. Try this exercise: Put
aside all your ideas about who
your close allies are, and simply
try to see the world as if looking
out of their eyes. After you’ve
done that, imagine how you could
offer yourself to them as a brainbooster and heart-strengthener;
brainstorm about how you might
blend your life force with theirs so
as to empower them to see further
than they can by themselves.

d

CANCER (June 21-July 22):
In my astrological opinion,
you should pay special attention
to whatever’s embryonic in your
life. You should rouse the smartest
part of your capacity for love and
direct it with high-beam intensity
toward burgeoning possibilities
that have recently germinated.
There may come a time later in
the process when you’ll need to
impose discipline and order on
your growing things, but that’s
not what’s called for now. Be
extravagant in your nurturing.
Don’t scrimp on generosity and

beneficence. Have fun overflowing
with profusions of life-giving care.
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LEO (July 23-Aug. 22):
According to Hawaiian
mythology, the soul leaves the
body during the night to seek the
adventures known as dreams. The
place of departure and re-entry is
the “soul pit” (lua’uhane), which is
located in the tear duct of the eye.
During the next few nights, I’d love
for you to send your soul flying out
though your soul pit for some daring
exploits that will revitalize your lust
for life. Take your backlog of storedup tears along with you, and pour
them down like rain on the secret
garden you’ve been neglecting.
The garden will respond to the
downpour with a big growth spurt.
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VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept.
22): A woman I know
was invited to a party where she
would get the chance to meet her
favorite musician, psychedelic
folk artist Devendra Banhart.
On her last look in the mirror
before heading out the door, she
decided that the small pimple on
her chin was unacceptable, and
gave it a squeeze. Wrong move.
After it popped, it looked worse.
She panicked. More squeezing
ensued, accompanied by moaning
and howling. Soon the tiny
blemish had evolved into a major
conflagration. Fifteen minutes
later, defeated and in tears, she
was nibbling chocolate in bed,
unable to bring herself to face her
hero with her flagrant new wound
showing. The moral of the story,
as far as you’re concerned: Leave
your tiny blemish alone.
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LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
In the upcoming science
fiction movie The Adjustment
Bureau, Matt Damon plays a
politician with big ambitions.
Everything’s going his way until
he falls in love with a dancer.
Then the representatives of a
mysterious group intervene in his
life, warning him that he’ll never
achieve his dreams if he stays with
her. “We are the people who make
sure things happen according to
plan,” they say. “We monitor the
entire world.” I’m happy to inform
you, Libra, that this scenario is
utterly make-believe. There is no
“Adjustment Bureau,” on earth or
in heaven. It is true, however, that if
you don’t have a master plan, then
your destiny is more likely to be
shaped by your conditioning and by
other people’s master plans. So get
working! This is an excellent time
to either formulate a master plan or
refine the one you have.
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SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov.
21): The United States is
the planet’s major player in terms
of political, economic, and military
clout. China is rising fast as a
competitor in those three arenas,
but lags far behind in a fourth:
“soft power,” or cultural influence.
The rest of the world finds
America’s style, entertainment,
art, and ideas far more attractive
than China’s. As you enter a
phase that will be favorable for
enhancing your own leverage and
authority, Scorpio, I suggest you

put the emphasis on wielding “soft
power.” You’ll accomplish more
by charming people with your
intelligence than by trying to push
them or manipulate them.
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SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22Dec. 21): I think it would
be healthy for you to wander out to
a frontier and explore a boundary.
You might even want to re-examine
a taboo you haven’t questioned in
a while and tinker with a formula
you thought you’d never change. I
suspect that you would also learn
a lot from gently pushing against
a limit you’ve come to believe is
permanent. Having said all that, I’m
cautious about advising you to go
further. If you get urges to actually
transgress the boundary and break
the taboo and smash through the
limit, please do lots of due diligence.
Know exactly what you’re getting
into and what the consequences
might be.
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CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): When mobs stage
political demonstrations in
Pakistan’s biggest cities, they
make sure that some of their signs
are written in English. That way
their protests are more likely to
be filmed by news media like CNN
and shown to American audiences.
Take a cue from that trick as you
plan your actions, Capricorn. It
won’t be enough merely to say
what you want to say and be who
you want to be; you should tailor
your messages to people who
have the power to actually change
what needs to be changed.
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AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.
18): I’m putting out a call
to the rebel in your heart -- not
the cranky, vindictive rebel in your
mind, but the joyful, yearning rebel
in your heart. I am asking this
tender renegade to rise up against
narcissistic behavior wherever you
find it. Don’t shout it down or try
to shame it, though; rather, work
around it through outrageous
displays of empathy and radical
acts of compassion and feisty
outbreaks of wild kindness. Your
job, according to my analysis of
the astrological omens, is to be a
one-person wrecking crew devoted
to smashing the boring inertia of
egotism with your zealous concern
for the good of all.

l

PISCES (Feb. 19-March
20): As the economic
recovery lags, many frustrated jobseekers have decided to stop waiting
around to be saved; they’re taking
matters into their own hands. As a
result, entrepreneurship is thriving. I
suggest you catch that spirit. In fact,
I advocate a mass entrepreneurial
uprising among Pisceans in the
coming months. Even if you’re
already employed, it’ll be prime time
for you to create your own perfect
gig, carve out your own special
niche, or dream up a role that is
designed for your unique talents.

Homework: Comment on Bertrand
Russell’s statement, “The universe
is full of magical things patiently
waiting for our wits to grow
sharper.” Go to Freewillastrology.
com and click “Email Rob.”
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